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NURTURING THE HOPES AND DREAMS
OF SMALL ENTERPRISES FOR A BETTER TOMORROW

Greenland Asparagus Multipurpose Cooperative,
a valued client of RMB General Santos

VISION

By 2022, Rizal MicroBank will be the go-to credit
partner of small entrepreneurs across the country,
posting excellent returns with at least P5 Billion in
loan portfolio and 10,000 clients.

MISSION

We are the committed bank partner in providing
credit to small entrepreneurs sustainably.

CORE VALUES

We strive to uphold the guiding principles that make
us who we are and shape where we are headed.
Malasakit
We have “malasakit” in serving our customers for
inclusive development of our nation; our employees
have “malasakit” to the Bank and the Bank to its
employees.
Integrity
We are trustworthy in dealing with our customers
and we are transparent in everything that we do.
Commitment
We are committed to providing excellent service, to
developing the competence of our people, and to
building loyalty and value for RMB and our customers.
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Resourcefulness
We are resourceful in responding to the needs of the
customers and in achieving the desired results and
objectives of the company while upholding ethics.
Oneness
We will be united as a team as we work together
across Luzon, Visayas, and Mindanao.

ABOUT THE COVER
Situated in the picturesque rolling hills of Purok Vineyard, Barangay San
Jose, General Santos City is the nursery of Greenland Asparagus MultiPurpose Cooperative, one of Rizal MicroBank’s valued partners in its
Agricultural Value Chain Financing Initiative. Rizal MicroBank was inspired
to use this as the cover of its annual report as it truly symbolizes the work we
do as the microfinance arm of RCBC – as nurturer of the hopes and dreams
of small entrepreneurs across the country. Rizal MicroBank believes that
by providing better access to financial services to the sectors belonging to
the base of the pyramid, it puts life to its commitment to be a partner of
small enterprises aiming to grow and contribute to the transformation of
their local communities. This belief is best exemplified in the collaborative
partnership with Greenland Asparagus Multi-Purpose Cooperative. This
can be seen in their story which Rizal MicroBank is sharing in this annual
report. Truly, when the RCBC Group, which includes Rizal MicroBank, says
“we believe in you”, it only means that we are one with our customers in
the attainment of their hopes and dreams for a better tomorrow.

The RCBC Brand
In terms of branding, we have aligned with the branding
strategy of the parent bank, using the “Blue Hexagon” corporate logo.

time, this was also RCBC’s way to expand its presence and reach among
the younger Filipino depositors.

The Blue Hexagon is the corporate logo of the Yuchengco
Group of Companies, of which RCBC is the financial servicing arm of the
conglomerate. It was conceived with synergy in mind. Its six interlocking
trapezoidal fields represent the conglomerate’s founding businesses:
life insurance, non-life insurance, banking
and finance, investments, transportation
and communication, and manufacturing and
construction. The design gives the impression
of a dynamo spinning on its hub—dynamic
and ever-moving. The hexagon is viewed as a
celestial sphere that radiates power, energy,
and productivity.

Having built a solid foundation of service and trust through
the years, these became the cornerstones in making the RCBC brand
meaningful to consumers in the financial services sector. Bringing to life
messages on customer service became central to the Bank’s campaign,
anchoring it in the reality that client relationships are at the heart of the
RCBC brand.

For the past 56 years, RCBC has
proudly used the Blue Hexagon to symbolize
its union with the YGC conglomerate.
However, the Bank recognizes that it needs to
be a dynamic brand that will resonate not just
with its traditional corporate clients, but with the retail consumers as
well. Thus, in 2017, RCBC embarked on a brand refresh.
The new RCBC is anchored on the mission to maintain and
further strengthen the Bank’s relevance among Filipino depositors
amidst the changing banking landscape and shifting dynamics. This is
the Bank’s way to refresh and reenergize its services to serve its loyal
customers who have stood with them for all these years. At the same

This message ultimately found its expression in
the tagline “We believe in you,” a line encapsulating
RCBC’s vision not for itself, but for the people it serves.
It became a clear message that this is not about the
Bank, but what the Bank can do for you, it is rooted in a
unique insight about what makes strong relationships.
About how, working together with its clients, the Bank
can be a strong partner in creating possibilities with
them through its line-up of financial products and
services.
“We Believe In You” is a statement inspired by hours and
hours of talking to customers, and listening to their needs. It amplifies
the importance that the Bank has put in building great customer
relationships. It understands that every Filipino works hard in order to
achieve their dreams. It is RCBC’s commitment that it will be there to
provide its clients with the right financial tools to help them achieve
their dreams.

CORPORATE PROFILE

M

erchants Savings & Loan Association, Inc., doing
business under the name and style of “Rizal
MicroBank – A Thrift bank” (RMB) operates as a
subsidiary of Rizal Commercial Banking Corporation (RCBC).
RCBC is majority-owned by the Yuchengco Group of Companies
(YGC), one of the oldest and largest conglomerates in Southeast
Asia. Rizal MicroBank started its Microfinance Operation in
August 2010. Two years later, it acquired the branch licenses of
another RCBC subsidiary, Pres. Jose P. Laurel Rural Bank which
has operations in Southern Tagalog. Presently, it operates in key
areas of the country with a total of 18 branches and 5 micro
banking offices.
RMB aspires to advance financial inclusion by providing
access to easy, innovative and affordable financial products
to grow the businesses of microenterprise and small business
operators as well as value chain players in the agricultural sector.
The core values of the Bank, which are aptly
encapsulated in the acronym MICRO, serve as its guiding
principles in the pursuit of its vision and mission.

Malasakit - We have “malasakit” in serving our customers
for inclusive development of our nation; our employees have
“malasakit” to the Bank and the Bank to its employees.

Integrity - We are trustworthy in dealing with our customers and
we are transparent in everything that we do.
Commitment - We are committed to providing excellent service,
to developing the competence of our people, and to building
loyalty and value for RMB and our customers.
Resourcefulness (Mapamaraan) - We are resourceful in
responding to the needs of the customers and in achieving the
desired results and objectives of the company while upholding
ethics.
Oneness - We will be united as a team as we work together
across Luzon, Visayas, and Mindanao.
Expansion and deepening the Bank’s outreach through
a combination of traditional and alternative delivery channels
is a priority undertaking, with our vision of being the go-to
growth and financial partner of our target market segments.
The members of the Board of Directors are all professionals
with competencies and experience in the disciplines of banking,
accounting, economics, law, agri-business, and development
finance. With the support and guidance of its parent bank, RMB
aims to fulfill its role in the RCBC Group as its vehicle for providing
much-needed services to the unbanked and underserved
segments of the country’s population.
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FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS AND RATIOS
RIZAL MicroBank

OPERATIONAL & FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS
(in Php Million)
Loans & Receivables - Net
Resources
Deposit Liabilities
Stockholders' Equity
Net Income (Loss) after Tax
SELECTED FINANCIAL RATIOS
Return on Equity
Return on Assets
Capital Adequacy Ratio
Intermediation Ratio - Gross
Expense to Gross Income Ratio
Non-Performing Loans - Gross
Non-Performing Loans - Net
Non-Performing Assets

Note:
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2017

2016

2015

949
1,450
812
598
(19)

705
1,012
369
621
(3)

390
1,017
373
618
(65)

-3%
-1%
43%
121%
108%
2%
-1%
-1%

-1%
0%
65%
192%
100%
2%
0%
0%

-14%
-7%
92%
108%
170%
3%
-1%
0%

CAR is based on the ratio stated in the Notes to Financial Statement of AFS

REVIEW OF OPERATIONS
FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE

OPERATIONAL PERFORMANCE

The Bank’s Financial Performance in 2017 continued to
be a testament to its serious commitment to be a major partner
of small entrepreneurs in the country. Loan portfolio increased
by 39% to P974.84 million. Deposits grew by 120% to P812.12
million, contributed by both time deposits and ordinary savings.

LENDING OPERATIONS

Net interest income grew by 9% to P137.02 million
while other operating income largely coming from service
fees, commissions and miscellaneous income went up by
22% to P44.69 million. Despite the inroads made to increase
the revenue-generating capacity of the Bank, it ended the
year with a net loss of P19.16 million as it has not reached a
significant loan portfolio volume sufficient to turn-around the
operation, incurred higher interest expense, and as it adopted a
prudent approach to impairment provisioning based on recent
regulations.
Total capital of the Bank by end-2017 saw a decline
of 4% but still above the regulatory standards under BASEL III:
Qualifying capital of 42.53% (minimum is 10%) and Common
Equity Tier 1 of 41.85% (minimum is 6% of risk-weighted assets).
Total assets rose by 43% to P1.45 billion. Non-performing
loans and non-performing assets stood at 2.58% and 1.84%,
respectively.

Focusing on its mandated market segments – the micro
and small enterprises as well as agricultural value chain players,
Rizal MicroBank posted a year-end portfolio of Php 974.84
million, up by 39% year-on-year. All the major loan products of
the bank showed growth year-on-year, with microfinance loans
increasing by 9%, small business loans by 11% and agricultural
loans by 1,429%. In terms of portfolio share, small enterprise
loans continue to occupy a majority share of the bank’s total
loan portfolio at 62%, followed by agricultural loan at 22% and
the microfinance loans at 16%.
The upward trend in loan portfolio was manifested
also in the loan disbursement for 2017. Total loan disbursement
reached Php 1.41 billion, or an increase of 35% year-on-year.
The double-digit growth in disbursement was contributed by all
three major loan products of the bank.
Due to the strong performance of the lending activities
in those three market segments, Rizal MicroBank also improved
its compliance to the government’s mandated credit allocation
to MSME’s and Agri sector. As of December 31, 2017, Bank’s
compliance to micro and small enterprises and medium
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REVIEW OF OPERATIONS
enterprises were at 51% and 21% respectively, exceeding the
mandated allocation of 8% and 2% respectively. On the AgriAgra mandated credit allocation, Bank’s compliance were at
24% and 0%, with agricultural lending exceeding the mandated
allocation of 15% while still unable to meet the 10% requirement
for lending to agrarian reform communities and beneficiaries.
While a lot of headway was made in serving the Bank’s
mandated market segments, 2017 also saw a slight increase in
the Portfolio-At-Risk (PAR) of Rizal MicroBank. Portfolio-At-Risk
which considers the outstanding portfolio of all accounts with
missed amortizations is the measure used by the microfinance
industry around the world in evaluating portfolio quality. With
the international microfinance best standard for Portfolio-AtRisk Ratio More Than 7 days pegged at equal to or lower than
five percent (5%) of total loan portfolio, Rizal MicroBank’s
Portfolio-At-Risk Ratio More Than 7 Days as of year-end 2017
was at 7.90%.
DEPOSIT-GENERATION
To keep up with the increasing pace of its lending
operation, Rizal MicroBank had to aggressively campaign for
additional deposits in 2017. With a loan disbursement budget

RMB Digos Branch Head, Rontjin Moratalla (2nd from left) and LAS, Aljay Fuentes
(3rd from left) with their valued client, Marivic Dubria (4th from left) of BACOFA
COOP, who won 2nd place in the recent Philippine Coffee Conference.

of P1.8 billion in 2017, the Bank had to leverage both the
capacity of its eighteen branches scattered in selected areas
of Luzon, Visayas and Mindanao, and the support of RCBC’s
Wealth Management Group. Through combined efforts, the
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Bank registered a 120% increase in total deposits to Php 812.14
million. Broken down by deposit products, time deposit grew
by 269% while regular savings comprised of ordinary savings
and contractual savings increased by 37%. Thus, by the end of
2017, of the Bank’s total deposit liabilities, the mix between time
deposit and regular savings was 60% and 40% respectively.
SETTING THE FOUNDATIONS FOR SUSTAINABLE GROWTH
In 2017, Rizal MicroBank tirelessly worked on firming
up its 5-year strategic and business plan as well as enhancing
its business model after the Board had drawn the Bank’s
charter statement (vision-mission-values) in late 2016. While it
is often stated that there is huge business opportunity at the
base of the pyramid which can be had, any institution seriously
wanting to serve the market segments belonging to this group
must be ready to make serious investments both financial and
otherwise. So armed with huge amounts of commitment and
deep understanding of the challenges inherent in its mandated
market segments, Rizal MicroBank laid the foundations in 2017
towards a sustainable growth in the coming years.
To address the challenges of maintaining healthy loan
portfolio while continuously growing the lending business, the
Board approved a new and more responsive organizational
structure that took effect in the second half of 2017. The
new organizational structure further strengthened the Credit
Evaluation Department by adding more personnel to ably
provide support in carrying out a thorough credit underwriting
process for the loan applications originated by the units under
the Branch Banking Department. On the other hand, the
asset quality review was made a primary function of the Risk
Management Department, specifically under its Credit Risk
Management Unit (CRMU). The CRMU, while attending to the
asset quality review function, also busied itself with finalizing
the Bank’s own Expected Credit Loss (ECL) methodology in
consonance with the Philippine Financial Reporting Standards
(PFRS) on impairment provisioning set to take effect in January
2018. To support the business growth, the Strategy Management
Group was also established to handle initiatives focusing on
customer development, marketing and communications,
planning and monitoring. The new organizational structure was
one of the key changes that was implemented after the Board
approved and adopted the Bank’s 5-year strategic and business
plan in September 2017.
Rather than be alarmed and threatened by the
emergence of new institutions such as FinTech companies
pursuing the same market segments, the Bank reached out to
a few of them to explore strategic partnerships. In June 2017,
Rizal MicroBank signed a Memorandum of Agreement with
Acudeen Technologies, Inc. to become one of its institutional

Rizal MicroBank and ACDI VOCA’s Memorandum of Understanding Signing Ceremony.

partners to provide financing to MSME’s by purchasing their
invoice receivables sold through a technology platform. From
July to December 2017, the bank was able to purchase a total
of Php 1.6 million worth of invoice receivables, and got 100%
repayment.
Another strategic partnership that the Bank sealed
in November 2017 was with PLDT Voyager for the use of their
FINTQ-Lendr Platform. Lendr is an end-to-end loans origination
and loans management platform that can be accessed via
desktop or mobile device. With the Lendr platform designed to
complement and support the marketing efforts of branches and
business advisors, Rizal MicroBank expects to reach out and offer
its excellent loan products to more micro, small and agricultural
value chain players in the primary and secondary trade areas of
its branches and micro banking offices.
Within the RCBC Group, Rizal MicroBank has partnered
with the Digital Banking Group to provide easy access to certain
financial transactions through its innovative product called RCBC
Cash Express. RCBC Cash Express, as envisioned, will be the ATM
in your neighborhood since this mobile point-of-sale device is
strategically placed in accredited merchant-partners stores in
barangays where there are no bank branches and regular ATMs.
Through this small but powerful device powered by internet,
those living in the barangays with or without any BANCNET ATM
card can do cash-out, fund transfer, bills payment, card reload,
airtime reload, balance inquiry, cash-in for RCBC MyWallet card.
Rizal MicroBank, as the subsidiary of RCBC mandated to serve
the households of small entrepreneurs living in the barangays
only know too well that by encouraging and having some of
its existing borrowers accredited as merchant-partners for

RCBC Cash Express is a significant step towards addressing the
challenges and pain points of our countrymen who have always
wanted to experience and enjoy the benefits of the mainstream
financial system. RCBC and RMB’s collective effort to bring
RCBC Cash Express to remote areas of the country is just but
one of the various concrete demonstrations of its commitment
to contribute to the attainment of Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas’
National Strategy for Financial Inclusion.
In the agricultural lending space, another important
partnership that the Bank entered into in 2017 was with
the Agricultural Cooperative Development International Volunteers in Overseas Cooperative Assistance (ACDI–VOCA), a
Washington-based economic development organization tapped
by the United States Department of Agriculture to implement
the Mindanao Productivity in Agricultural Commerce and Trade
(MinPACT) Project. Essentially, the MinPACT project aims to
increase the income of smallholder cocoa, coconut and coffee
farmers by strengthening the latter’s capacity as well as the other
value chain actors for improved farm management, increase
productivity, product quality, available extension services and
access to markets. The role of Rizal MicroBank in this partnership
is to provide working capital loans to existing farmers located in
Southern, Western and Central Mindanao participating in the
MinPACT project.
With clear strategic direction in the next 5 years anchored
on its vision, mission and values, a revitalized organization as
well as supportive and enabling regulatory environment in place,
Rizal MicroBank hopes to bring its operations to the next level,
thereby ensuring its sustainability, and most of all, fulfilling its
commitment to help small entrepreneurs in the country realize
their dreams and aspirations for a better life.
Annual Report 2017
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RISK MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK
RISK MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK
Risk Appetite Statement
RMB’s reason for being is to help Micro and Small
entrepreneurs become more profitable. And we do this best by
carefully studying the business owner’s cash flow, business and
household conditions to be able to establish the optimal amount
of debt that will improve the profitability of the business.
Allowing the business to take on too much or too little debt
puts profitability at risk. It is RMB’s primordial responsibility to
lend the correct amount that will provide the most leverage to
increase the business’ profits.
The most important Key Risk Indicator for RMB’s loan
products is Portfolio-At-Risk. This is a red flag that signals
possible errors in estimations of the optimal amount of debt
the business should have taken on. We measure this as a missed
payment of 1 day on any loan amortizations that are due. Our
most successful business advisers have large portfolios with zero
PAR. It is this zero tolerance for delinquency that we strive to
impart on our operations group.
We have no appetite to lend to businesses involved
in any vices - gambling, bars and nightclubs and love hotels.
We also avoid lending for consumption purposes. We protect
ourselves from risks by limiting credit concentration to the
current percentages per type of industry while attempting to
grow our loan book.
We accept short and medium term deposits from the
public. These are either lent out or placed in short term deposits
with the BSP or the National Treasury. We do not lend to other
Financial Institutions unless they are part of the RCBC group. At
best, we make short term CASA deposits (for liquidity purposes)
in areas where there are no RCBC or RSB branches available to
serve us.
Risk Management Policy
Credit Risk
When a branch’s PARR exceeds 5%, the branch head
loses authority to approve new loans up to 50,000 and repeat
loans up to 150,000 with no changes in amount, terms and
conditions. Authority is delegated upwards, to the Area Head.
When a loan account has a missed payment, this triggers a
visit by the Business Advisor to the account. For accounts of

50,000 and up, this requires a personal visit of the branch
head. A Business Advisor with PARR in excess of 5% is no longer
eligible for incentives, which can be a substantial portion of his
compensation.
Credit Risk Management Unit is responsible for
computing the monthly Loan Loss Provisioning using the
Expected Credit Losses Methodology developed in 2017,
as mandated by the parent bank. It is also responsible for
conducting Asset Quality Review on a periodic basis and is tasked
to look for product and process improvements while doing so. A
25% increase in loan loss provisions of a branch on a month-tomonth basis will trigger an Asset Quality Review on premises.
Arresting increasing Loan Loss Provision and its negative effect
on the branch’s profitability is the yardstick for the measurement
of the continuing effectivity of the CRMU.
On the deposit side, there are rack rates for sourcing
deposits. There is also leeway by rank, from Branch Head all the
way up to the President. Any special rates granted to specific
accounts are submitted for approval to the ExeCom and the
Board.
Market Risk
Investments are limited to BSP or Bureau of Treasury
Instruments and RCBC and its subsidiaries for term placements.
Deposits with other BSFI’s are limited to demand or savings
accounts and are strictly monitored by Treasury in terms of
amounts. All deposits and investments require vetting by the
Board of Directors of the institution, and each placement is
individually approved.
Interest Rate Risk
All deposit products of RMB have a maturity of 1 year
or less. All loan products have fixed interest rates for the term of
the loan. Investments in other FI’s or the National Government is
limited to a maximum of 7-day terms. It is therefore Bank policy
to find a balance between immunized earnings and economic
value by monitoring Net Interest Margin per loan product on a
monthly basis and attempting to maintain a spread of at least
15%. This will be communicated to the Execom monthly and to
the ROC and Board quarterly. Any divergence from approved
lending rates requires authorization from the Operations Head,
President and confirmation of the Execom and/or Board.
Operational Risk Management
Operational Risk Management Unit is tasked with the following
concerns:
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1. Business Continuity Management – this includes Call Tree
exercises during localized and bankwide incidents such as
earthquakes, typhoons and mass transport strikes. We also do
Disaster Recovery testing by switching to our offsite backup
servers. We do periodic checking of emergency go bags as
a failsafe against expiration of its contents. We send out on a
periodic basis updates on possible pandemic outbreaks and
earthquake preparedness.
2. Risk Control and Self-Assessment – conducted on a per
business unit and department basis annually. These are
submitted for checking and consultation to the Chief Risk Officer
who then submits to the parent bank for consolidation on an
enterprise-wide basis.
3. Loss Events Reporting – done on a nil-reporting basis monthly,
simultaneously with reports on Crimes and Losses and Status of
all Legal Cases.
4. Stress Testing – done at the Credit, Market and Operational
Risk levels.
5. Data Privacy – we ensure that we obtain permission from our
clients to collect their data and we have commitments from our
employees to protect this data. We also have bank policies and
procedures in place to protect data privacy and our systems
are designed with safeguards for the same. We currently only
use closed systems to prevent outside parties access to our
databases.
6. Consumer Protection – reported to the Chief Risk Officer,
Management Committee, Execom, Risk Oversight Committee
and Board. Submitted monthly on a nil-reporting basis
simultaneously with Loss Events Reporting
7. Other required monitoring and reporting to the parent bank
1. Business Continuity Management
2. Risk Control and Self-Assessment
3. Loss Events Reporting
4. Stress Testing
5. Data Privacy
6. Consumer Protection
7. Other required monitoring and reporting to the parent
bank

AML RISK MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK
The Bank’s Board of Directors and Senior Management
exercise active oversight on Bank’s compliance with antimoney laundering and anti-terrorist financing laws, rules and
regulations. The board has appointed a Chief Compliance Officer
(CCO) who has a direct reporting line to the board through the
Audit Committee. The CCO is primarily responsible for the
implementation of the Bank’s Money Laundering and Terrorist
Financing Prevention Program (MLPP).
The MLPP is comprehensive and risk-based, geared
towards the promotion of high ethical and professional
standards so that the Bank may not be used, intentionally or
unintentionally, for money laundering and terrorist financing.
The board requires an annual review of policies and procedures
covering the Bank’s MLPP to ensure their relevance and
compliance with prevailing standards.
The Bank’s compliance with AMLA is built upon a sound
and rigorous “Know Your Client” (KYC) program. This program
refers to money laundering control policies and procedures used
to determine the true identity of a client and the type of activity
that is normal and expected, and to detect activity that may be
considered unusual in relation to the client’s profile. This also
involves proper and regular monitoring of transactions.
To control and reduce risks associated with money
laundering and terrorist financing, a system of identifying
unusual or suspicious patterns of account activity has been
established. Any unusual/suspicious transactions are reported
to the AML Committee of the bank for its evaluation and final
determination of whether the suspicion is based on reasonable
grounds, for possible reporting to AMLC.
The Bank conducts regular training of all Bank officers
and employees to enable them to fulfill their obligations under
the MLPP, AMLA, as amended and its RIRR.
The Bank’s Internal Audit is responsible for the periodic
and independent evaluation of Bank’s compliance with AMLA. It
also evaluates compliance with the rules/procedures on covered
and suspicious transaction reporting and record keeping and
retention, as well as the adequacy and effectiveness of other
existing internal controls associated with money laundering and
terrorist financing.
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CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
CORPORATE GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE AND PRACTICES
The Board of Directors is primarily responsible for
overseeing the management and governance of the Bank.
It is responsible for monitoring the performance of senior
management to ensure the effective implementation of the
bank’s strategic objectives, risk strategy, corporate governance,
and corporate values. Its principal objective is to protect the
interest of its stakeholders and create value for them.
The Board is composed of nine (9) members who are
elected by the stockholders. There are three (3) independent
directors which constitute 1/3 of the total number of board
members, which is the minimum requirement of the BSP. Having
passed the standards set by the BSP for independent directors,
they are relied upon to be objective and impartial in the exercise
of their oversight function as members of the board. In effect,
they serve as the custodians of stakeholders’ interests.
There are five (5) non-executive directors in the RMB board.
As non-executive directors, they do not have executive
responsibilities which ensures their independence from
management. They are not involved in the day-to day activities
of the bank, thus, bring novel and impartial views to the board.
They challenge the ideas and performance of management
especially with regard to achieving bank’s objectives and plans.
They are known as “outside/external directors” but cannot be
considered as independent directors based on BSP criteria.
The President is the only executive director of the
Bank. As head of the management team, he spearheads the
implementation of the bank’s business and strategic plans.
The presence of independent and non-executive
directors ensures the independence of the Board from the views
of senior management. All of them possess the qualifications
and stature that enable them to effectively participate in the
deliberations of the Board.
The directors elected in the annual meeting of the
stockholders serve a one-year term and until their successors are
elected and qualified. Any vacancy in the Board occurring for any
reason other than by removal of a director by the stockholders
or by the expiration of term may be filled by the vote of at
least a majority of the remaining directors, if still constituting a
quorum. A director so elected to fill a vacancy shall serve only for
the unexpired term of his predecessor.
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SELECTION PROCESS FOR THE BOARD AND SENIOR
MANAGEMENT
1) The Corporate Governance Committee pre-screens and
shortlists all candidates nominated to become members of the
Board of Directors in accordance with the qualifications and
disqualifications enumerated in the Bank’s Manual of Corporate
Governance and the prevailing BSP regulations. The Committee
likewise reviews and evaluates the qualifications of persons
nominated to officership positions requiring appointment by the
Board of Directors.
2) The following factors are considered by the Committee in
determining whether a person is fit and proper for the position
of a director:
a) integrity/probity;
b) physical/mental fitness;
c) relevant education/financial literacy/
training;
d) possession of competencies relevant
to the job, such as knowledge/
experience, skills, diligence, and independence of mind;
and
e) sufficiency of time to fully carry out responsibilities.
3) In determining the optimum number of directorships which
a nominee may hold, the Committee considers the following
guidelines:
- nature of the business of the corporations where he is a
director;
- age of the Director;
- number of directorships/active memberships and
officerships in other corporations or organizations; and
- possible conflict of interest.
4) For officership positions, the following factors are considered
in determining whether the person is fit and proper to be an
officer:
a) integrity/probity;
b) education/training;
c) possession of competencies relevant to the function, such
as knowledge and experience, skills and diligence

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

GIL A. BUENAVENTURA

JOHN THOMAS G. DEVERAS

AB Economics, University of San Francisco, California; Master
of Business Administration in Finance, University of Wisconsin
Madison, Wisconsin.

BS Management Engineering, Ateneo De Manila University;
Masters in Business Administration, University of Chicago

Mr. Gil A. Buenaventura was appointed as Bank’s
Chairman/Director effective July 1, 2016. He is concurrently the
President and CEO of Rizal Commercial Banking Corporation (RCBC).
He holds directorship and/or officership positions in RCBC Capital
Corporation, RCBC Leasing and Finance Corporation, RCBC Rental
Corporation, RCBC Savings Bank, and Niyog Property Holdings, Inc.

Mr. John Thomas G. Deveras assumed the presidency
of the Bank in 2009. In 2012, he relinquished the position and
was appointed as Vice Chairman of the Board and Chairman of
the Executive Committee. He is currently the Head of Strategic
Initiatives and Asset Management & Remedial Group of RCBC. He
is also Chairman/director of RCBC Rental Corporation, RCBC Leasing
and Finance Corporation, and Niyog Property Holdings, Inc.

Chairman, Non-Executive Director
65 years of age, Filipino

Before joining the Bank, he worked in various capacities
in other banks and financial institutions, including the following:
President and CEO of the Development Bank of the Philippines,
Chairman/Vice Chairman of the LGU Guarantee Corporation,
President and CEO of Prudential Bank , SEVP and COO of Bank
of the Philippine Islands (BPI), Chairman of Citytrust Securities
Corporation, BPI Leasing Corporation, Pilipinas Savings Bank, and
Ayala Plans, Inc. , and Executive Vice President of Citytrust Banking
Corp., and Vice President of Citibank N.A. Manila, among others.

Vice Chairman, Non-Executive Director
55 years of age, Filipino

Before joining the RCBC Group, Mr. Deveras worked as
Investment Officer of International Finance Corporation (IFC). Prior
to that, he was Senior Vice President/Head, Remedial Management
Group of the Philippine National Bank (PNB) and President of PNB
Capital.
He attended the seminar on corporate governance
conducted by the Institute of Corporate Directors in 2016.

He attended the Corporate Governance Orientation
Program conducted by the Institute of Corporate Directors on
August 25, 2016.
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RAYMUNDO C. ROXAS

MELIZA H. AGABIN

BS Psychology (Cum Laude), Lyceum of the Philippines; AB
Philosophy, San Pablo Major Seminary

AB Economics, University of the Philippines

President, Executive Director
50 years of age, Filipino

Mr. Raymundo C. Roxas has been with the Bank since
March 2009. He started as a Microfinance Consultant in March
2009, rose to the position of Head of Operations in 2010, and finally
was appointed as the Bank’s President on March 21, 2016.
Before joining the Bank, he worked as Regional Manager
of the United States Agency for International Development-Rural
Bankers Association of the Philippines Microenterprise Access to
Banking Services Program (USAID-RBAP MABS), Chief Commercial
Officer of ACCION International-Inner Mongolia, and Microfinance
Department Head & Technical Assistant to the General Manager of
First Isabela Cooperative Bank. Inc.
He attended the seminar on corporate governance
conducted by the Institute of Corporate Directors in 2016. In 2000,
he participated in the Bank Management Development Course
conducted by the University of Asia and the Pacific sponsored by
the People’s Credit and Finance Corporation. In 2007, he attended
the ACCION International Management Orientation Training in
Lima, Peru.
He successfully completed the Middle Management
Development Course conducted by RCBC & De La Salle University
Professional School, and the Leadership Development Program
conducted by RCBC & John Clements Consultancy.
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Independent Director
77 years of age, Filipino

Ms. Meliza H. Agabin has been an independent director of
the Bank for five (5) years. She is the Chairperson of the Corporate
Governance Committee and member of the Audit and Risk Oversight
Committees. She is also an independent director of Aurora Bank (A
Microfinance Oriented Rural Bank), advisor of Banco Santiago De
Libon (A Rural Bank) and Senior Advisor of Chemonics International.
Before joining the Bank, Ms. Agabin was MFO Associate of
Microfinance Opportunities. She worked at Chemonics International
from 1998 to 2015, handling RBAP MABS Program in various
capacities (Senior Microfinance Specialist, Chief of Party, Deputy
Chief of Party, Consultant, etc.).
She attended the seminar on corporate governance
conducted by the Institute of Corporate Directors in 2016.

WILFREDO B. DOMO-ONG

JOSE VICENTE C. BENGZON III

BS Commerce, University of Mindanao and Manuel L. Quezon
University; Bachelor of Laws, Manuel L. Quezon University

AB Economics and BS Commerce Major in Accounting, De
La Salle University; Certified Public Accountant; Masters in
Business Administration, J.L. Kellogg School of Management,
Northwestern University

Independent Director
78 years of age, Filipino

Mr. Wilfredo B. Domo-ong has been an independent
director of the Bank for 5 years. He is the Chairman of the Audit
Committee and a member of the Corporate Governance and Risk
Oversight Committees. He is also a director of First Valley Bank and
Card SME Bank.
Before joining the Bank, Mr. Domo-ong was Director of the
Department of Rural Banks, Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas.
He attended the seminar on corporate governance
conducted by the Institute of Corporate Directors in 2016.

Independent Director
60 years of age, Filipino

Mr. Jose Vicente C. Bengzon III has been an independent
director of the Bank for 5 1/2 years. He is the Chairman of the Risk
Oversight Committee and member of the Audit and Corporate
Governance Committees. He is Vice Chairman/Chairman of the
Executive Committee of Commtrend Construction Corporation,
Chairman of Vitarich Corporation, President of UPCC Holdings
Corporation, and Director & Chairman of the Audit Committee of
Century Peak Mining.
Before joining the Bank, Mr. Bengzon was director of
Philippine Al Amanah Bank, Panaro Minerals Phils Ltd., Philippine
Business Leaders Forum, Inc., and Panay Railways, Inc. He was Acting
Chairman of the Philippine National Construction Corporation, and
director of South Tollways, Manila Tollways, CITRA MM Tollways,
and Bermaz Aura Philippines.
He attended the seminar on corporate governance
conducted by the Institute of Corporate Directors in 2016.
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ALFREDO S. DEL ROSARIO, JR.

REDENTOR C. BANCOD

BS Management, Ateneo De Manila University; Masters in
Business Administration (Units), Ateneo Graduate School, Juris
Doctor (units), Ateneo Law School

AB Philosophy, University of the Philippines; MS Information
Management (candidate), Ateneo De Manila University;
Executive MBA, Kellogg School of Business and Hongkong
University of Science and Technology; post graduate studies at
the Asian Institute of Management.

Non-Executive Director
62 years of age, Filipino

Mr. Alfredo S. Del Rosario Jr. has been a non-executive
director of the Bank for two (2) years. He is a member of the
Bank’s Corporate Governance Committee. He was Chairman
& President of RCBC-JPL Holding Company, Inc., Director/Vice
President of Niyog Property Holdings, Inc., and Executive Vice
President for Special Projects of RCBC.
Before joining the Bank, Mr. Del Rosario was Group
Head of RCBC with the rank of Executive Vice President. He was
also a director of Pres. Jose P. Laurel Rural Bank, Inc.
He attended the seminar on corporate governance
conducted by the Institute of Corporate Directors in 2016.

Non-Executive Director
54 years of age, Filipino

Mr. Redentor C. Bancod has been a director of the Bank
for nine (9) years. He is currently the Head of the Information
Technology Shared Services Group of RCBC, with the rank of Senior
Executive Vice President. He is also a director of RCBC Telemoney
Europe, RCBC North America, Inc., RCBC International Finance, Ltd.
and RCBC Investment, Ltd.
Before joining the Bank, Mr. Bancod was Vice President
and General Manager, Central Systems Asia of Sun Life Financial,
Asia and Chief Technology Officer of Sun Life of Canada (Philippines),
Inc. He was also IT Consultant of PNB.
He attended the seminar on corporate governance
conducted by the Institute of Corporate Directors in 2016.
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ZENAIDA F. TORRES

ATTY. EVA MARIE M. SISON

BSBA Accounting, University of the East, Certified Public
Accountant

AB Management Economics, Ateneo De Manila University; and
Juris Doctor, College of Law, University of the Philippines Diliman

Ms. Zenaida F. Torres has been a director of the Bank for
eight (8) years. She is also a director of Niyog Property Holdings,
Inc. and Rizal Equities, Inc. She works as Consultant of the House of
Investments. Inc.

Prior to joining RCBC, Atty. Eva Marie M. Sison worked for
the Corporate and Investment Banking Group of Citibank Hong Kong
performing Anti-Money Laundering-related client due diligence
and documentation. She also served as a lawyer for the office of
a member of the Board of Trustees of the Government Service
Insurance System (GSIS) assigned with legal oversight functions,
and under the same office, as a lawyer for the GSIS Family Bank, a
subsidiary of GSIS. She also worked as an associate in the Desierto
Ammuyutan Purima Desierto Law Office.

Non-Executive Director
63 years of age, Filipino

Prior to joining the Bank, Ms. Torres was Head of
Controllership Group of RCBC, and director of Manchester Land
Properties, Inc.
She attended the seminar on corporate governance
conducted by the Institute of Corporate Directors in 2016. She
also attended the following seminars: IFRS 9-Business Impact and
Benefits of Early Adoption, Blue Ocean Strategy, and IFRS vs. Tax
Laws and Regulations.

Corporate Secretary
33 years of age, Filipino
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CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

BOARD’S OVERALL RESPONSIBILITY
The board of directors establishes and promotes the
basic governance principles of Transparency, Accountability, and
Fairness/ Equity to manifest a culture of strong governance in
the bank.
The board is responsible for approving the Bank’s
strategic objectives and business plans, taking into consideration
Bank’s long-term financial goals, risk tolerance level, and
effective management of risks. It has thus, established a system
of measuring performance against targets through regular
monitoring and ensures that actions are taken to correct
shortfalls.
While taking care to protect the interest of its
stakeholders, the board ensures that the bank continuously
provides products and services that support the national
economy.
The board ensures that the bank observes a high
standard of integrity in its dealings with the public. It sets
the tone of good governance at the top by upholding sound
corporate values, codes of conduct and instilling the culture
of compliance in itself, the senior management and other
employees. It oversees the implementation of the bank’s
whistleblowing policy which aims to inculcate moral uprightness
among bank personnel and give them the confidence to raise
concerns related to fraud or irregularity in the workplace.
The board is responsible for the selection of members
of senior management and heads of control functions, and
oversee their performance.
The board is responsible for approving and overseeing
the implementation of the bank’s corporate governance
framework. This involves defining the governance structure
and practices, such as: the conduct of regular board meetings
that promote critical discussion of issues; creation of boardlevel committees; development of policies on internal and
external commitments of directors; access of directors to
financial information; performance evaluation of the board,
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the committees, the President, and the individual directors;
development of remuneration and retirement policies;
corporate governance policies; and policies on the handling of
related party transactions.
The board is likewise responsible for approving and
overseeing the implementation of the bank’s risk governance
framework. This involves defining the risk appetite; adherence
to the risk appetite statement, risk policy and risk limits;
policies and procedures on risk management; and defining the
organizational responsibilities following the three (3) lines of
defense framework: the business units, the risk management
and compliance functions, and the internal audit functions.

THE CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD
The Chairman is the leader of the board of directors.
He is mainly responsible for the proper governance of the Bank
through the Board of Directors. He decides on all matters to
be included in the agenda and presides at meetings of the
stockholders and Board of Directors. He is responsible for
ensuring the effective functioning of the Board, including
maintaining a relationship of trust with board members. He
encourages and promotes regular attendance and active
participation and involvement in critical discussions, and
ensures that dissenting views can be expressed and discussed
during deliberations. He ensures that all members of the Board
are given sufficient information and time to enable them to
study carefully and responsibly issues that are taken up in board
meetings.

BOARD COMPOSITION

Name of Director

Type of Directorship
(executive
non-executive,
independent)

Gil A. Buenaventura
John Thomas G. Deveras
Raymundo C. Roxas
Wilfredo B. Domo-Ong
Meliza H. Agabin
Jose Vicente C. Bengzon III
Alfredo S. Del Rosario
Dennis C. Bancod
Zenaida F. Torres

Non-executive
Non-executive
Executive
Independent
Independent
Independent
Non-executive
Non-executive
Non-executive

Principal stockholder
Number of years
represented if
served as director
nominee

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

1.5
9
2
8
5
5.5
2
9
8

Number of
Percentage of
direct and
shares held to total
indirect
outstanding shares
shares held

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

DIRECTORS’ ATTENDANCE AT BOARD AND COMMITTEE MEETINGS
Name of Directors
Gil A. Buenaventura
John Thomas G. Deveras
Raymundo C. Roxas
Wilfredo B. Domo-ong
Meliza H. Agabin
Jose Vincent C. Bengzon III
Alfredo S. Del Rosario
Redentor C. Bancod
Zenaida F. Torres
Total number of meetings
held during the year

Board number of
meetings
Attended
%
7
80%
9
100%
9
100%
8
90%
9
100%
6
70%

8
9
8
9

90%
100%
90%

Audit Com number of Corp Gov Com number Risk oversight number
RPT Committee
meetings
of meetings
of meetings
number of meetings
Attended
%
Attended
%
Attended
%
Attended
%
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
5
100%
n/a
4
100%
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
5
100%
4
100%
4
100%
3
100%
5
100%
4
100%
4
100%
3
100%
3
60%
2
50%
2
50%
2
67%
1 out of 3 (not
member yet
in March
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
5
100%
4
100%
4
100%
n/a
5

LIST OF BOARD-LEVEL COMMITTEES
1. Audit Committee

The Audit Committee is composed of five (5) members
of the Board of Directors, all of whom are non-executive
directors. Three (3) are independent directors, including the
Chairman. They possess accounting, auditing or related financial
management expertise/ experience.
The members of the Audit Committee are:
a) Wilfredo B. Domo-ong – Chairman, independent director
b) Meliza H. Agabin – member, independent director

4

4

3

100%

c) Jose Vicente C. Bengzon III– member, independent director
d) John Thomas G. Deveras – member
e) Zenaida F. Torres - member
The core responsibilities of the Audit Committee include the
following:
a. To oversee bank’s financial reporting policies, practices and
control to ensure the preparation of reports that are accurate,
complete, and timely.
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b. To oversee the internal and external audit functions. It is
responsible for the setting up of the internal audit department
and for the appointment of the internal auditor and the
independent external auditor who both report directly to the
audit committee. It reviews and approves the engagement
contract with the external auditor.

The functions of the Corporate Governance Committee include
the following:

c. To monitor and evaluate the adequacy and effectiveness of
the Bank’s internal control and risk management systems. It
ensures that a review of said systems is done at least annually.

b. To oversee the continuing education of directors, and thus,
ensure the allocation of adequate time and resources for this.

d. To review and approve the audit scope and frequency. Based
on the audit reports, it ensures that senior management is taking
the necessary measures to correct the weaknesses, violation of
policies, banking laws, rules and regulations, and other issues
cited by auditors
e. To have explicit authority to investigate any matter within its
terms of reference, full access to and cooperation by management
and full discretion to invite any director or executive officer to
attend its meeting.
f. To establish and maintain whistleblowing mechanisms by
which officers and staff can, without fear of reprisal, raise
concerns about possible improprieties or malpractices in matters
of financial reporting, internal control, auditing or other issues to
a person or independent entity that have the authority to rectify
the anomaly. It ensures that channels and procedures are in
place for the independent investigation, appropriate follow-up
action, and subsequent resolution of the reported irregularity.
2. Corporate Governance Committee
The Corporate Governance Committee is composed
of five (5) members of the Board of Directors, all of whom are
non-executive directors. Three (3) are independent directors,
including the chairperson. The committee has a written charter
that describes the duties and responsibilities of its members.
The members of the Corporate Governance Committee are as
follows:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Meliza H. Agabin – Chairperson, independent director
Jose Vicente C. Bengzon III– member, independent director
Wilfredo B. Domo-ong – member, independent director
Alfredo S. Del Rosario – member
Zenaida F. Torres - member

a. To oversee the periodic performance evaluation of the Board
and its committees and executive management, and to conduct
an annual self-evaluation of its performance.

c. To make recommendations to the board of directors regarding
assignment to board committees, as well as succession plan for
the board members and senior officers.
d. To oversee the design and operation of the remuneration
and incentives policy to ensure that it operates and achieves the
goals as planned.
e. To review and evaluate the qualifications of candidates
nominated to become members of the Board of Directors
and persons nominated to officership positions requiring
appointment by the Board.
3. Risk Oversight Committee
The Risk Oversight Committee is composed of five
(5) members of the Board of Directors, all of whom are nonexecutive directors. Three (3) are independent directors,
including the chairperson. The members of the Risk Oversight
Committee possess a range of expertise as well as adequate
knowledge on risk management issues and practices that
enable them to develop appropriate strategies for preventing or
mitigating losses.
The members of the Risk Oversight Committee are as follows:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Jose Vicente C. Bengzon III- Chairman, independent director
Meliza H. Agabin – member, independent director
Wilfredo B. Domo-ong - member, independent director
John Thomas G. Deveras – member
Zenaida F. Torres - member

In general, the Risk Oversight Committee is responsible
for the development and oversight of the bank’s risk management
program.
The core responsibilities of the Risk Oversight Committee include
the following:
a. To oversee the risk management framework of the Bank.
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It periodically reviews the risk management processes and
ensures that appropriate measures are being taken to attain a
judicious balance between risk and reward in both current and
new business activities.

(from non-related to related and vice versa) are captured.
Related parties, RPTs, and changes in relationships shall be
reflected in the relevant reports to the board and regulators/
supervisors.

b. To define the risk appetite and review the risk profile of the
Bank to ensure that the risk is not higher than the risk appetite
determined by the board.

•
To evaluate all material RPTs to ensure that these are not
undertaken on more favorable economic terms to such related
parties than similar transactions with nonrelated parties
under similar circumstances and that no corporate or business
resources of the Bank are misappropriated or misapplied, and to
determine any potential reputational risk issues that may arise
as a result of or in connection with the transactions.

c. To oversee the risk management function. It is responsible
for the appointment of the Chief Risk Officer. It ensures that the
risk management function has adequate resources to enable it
to oversee the risk-taking activities of the bank.
d. To report regularly to the Board of Directors on the Bank’s
over-all risk exposure and actions taken to mitigate the risks, and
to recommend further action or plans as necessary.

•
To ensure that appropriate disclosure is made, and/or
information is provided to regulating and supervising authorities
relating to the bank’s RPT exposures, and policies on conflicts of
interest or potential conflicts of interest.
The RPT Committee accomplished its responsibilities in
2017 specifically on the review and disclosure of material
related party transaction which included the review and
endorsement of interbank call loan (IBCL) with RCBC Savings
Bank as counterparties.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS OF THE BOARD COMMITTEES
A. AUDIT COMMITTEE
1. Noted the Report of Internal Audit Department which
consists of the following:
Corporate Retreat for BOD Members and Executive Officers

4. Related Party Transactions Committee
The Related Party Transactions Committee is composed of three
(3) members of the Board of Directors who are all independent
directors.
Members:
Meliza H. Agabin – Chairperson, independent director
Atty. Wilfredo B. Domo-ong - Member, independent director
Jose Vicente C. Bengzon III - Member, independent director
Responsibilities of the RPT Committee:
• To evaluate on an ongoing basis existing relations between
and among businesses and counterparties to ensure that all
related parties are continuously identified, RPTs are monitored,
and subsequent changes in relationships with counterparties

a. Status of audit engagements in branches and corporate
units, and audit rating
b. Completed audit results and ratings
c. Updates on open audit issues and EMIT (Exceptions and
Management Issue Tracking)
d. New open audit issues
e. PAR Credit Review Summary Report involving three (3)
branches, citing the reasons for the PAR accounts
2. Noted the Report of Compliance Department which consists
of the following:
a. Compliance-testing activity
b. Reported CTRs and STRs to AMLC (no STRs reported)
c. Report of compliance with regulatory ratios
d. AML Training
e. Other activities of Compliance Office
f. Updates on regulatory issuances
Annual Report 2017
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3. Noted the Result of Compliance Department Walk-Thru
4. Approved the following:
a. Appointment of Ms. Jean Melody P. Naranjo as Head of
Internal Audit Department.
b. Management replies to Advance Findings of BSP
Examination as of 30 September 2016.
c. Amendments to the Compliance Manual.

concurrent capacity;
h. New Table of Organization of RMB effective 1 October
2017 as a result of (1) adoption of Bank’s Charter
Statement, 5-year Strategic and Business Plan, and
the enhanced business model; (2) adoption of a new
corebanking system; and (3) current completion and the
emergence of new ones such as fintechs;
i. ISP Logical Access Policy and ISP Logical Access Minimum
Standards.

B. CORPORATE GOVERNANCE COMMITTEE

C. RISK OVERSIGHT COMMITTEE

1. Approved and endorsed to the Stockholders and the Board of
Directors the nomination of persons for the position of directors,
committee members and officers at the coming Stockholders’
Meeting and Organizational Meeting of the Board on 31 March
2017.

1. Approved and endorsed to the Board of Directors for
approval the following:

2. Noted the 2016 Assessment Results which consist of:
a. Board self-assessment
b. Corporate governance committee self-assessment
c. Audit committee assessment of the Compliance Officer
d. Audit committee assessment of Internal Audit
e. Audit Committee Assessment of the External Auditor
f. Assessment of the President
3. Noted the record of attendance of directors at meetings
4. Noted the updates on the proposed merit increase for bank
personnel.
5. Endorsed for approval of the Board of Directors the following
proposals:
a. Interlocking appointment of Atty. Jocelyn Grace N.
Navato (as Corporate Secretary of RMB, RCBC Leasing
and Finance Corporation, and RCBC Rental Corporation,
and as Assistant Corporate Secretary of RCBC) to the
Board of Directors for approval (6/30/17 meeting);
b. Appointment of Atty. Eva Marie Sison vice Atty. Jocelyn
Grace Navato as Corporate Secretary of RMB, effective
1 January 2018;
c. Interlocking officership of Atty. Eva Marie Sison effective
upon date of approval and confirmation of RCBC Board;
d. Policies and procedures on the Performance
Management System;
e. Policies and procedures on salary adjustments based on
merit and promotion increases;
f. Appointment of Ms. Rodelyn J. Tuga as Head of Credit
Risk Management Unit under the Risk Management
Office;
g. Appointment of Ms. Jean Melody P. Naranjo who is the
Head of Internal Audit, as Chief Compliance Officer in a
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a. Creation of the Credit Risk Management Unit under the
Risk Management Department whose primary task is
asset quality review of big ticket loans;
b. Updates to the Treasury Manual;
c. Amendments to the following policies: (1) general
credit, (2) flexi-loan, (3) micro enterprise, and (4) agrifinance loan;
d. Updated Liquidity Contingency Funding Plan;
e. Amendments to Bank Security Manual;
f. Credit Risk Management Manual;
g. Updated Asset Quality Review (AQR) Manual;
h. Agri-Finance Credit Line Faciltiy;
i. Policies and Procedures for Invoice Receivable
Rediscounting Facility (RMB and Acudeen Technologies
Partnership);
j. Data Privacy Policy;
k. ISP Logical Access Policy and ISP Logical Access Minimum
Standards.
2. Noted the Portfolio-At-Risk (PAR) Report , the highlights of
which were as follows:
a. Consolidated PAR Aging Report;
b. Consolidated PAR by Industry; and
c. PAR Report Sorted by Client.
3. Noted the following:
a. Report on Status of ECL project;
b. Key Risk Indicator Reporting; and
c. BCP Call Tree Exercise (CTE) Results.
D. RPT COMMITTEE
The RPT Committee approved the renewal of RMB’s
interbank call loan facility for RCBC Savings Bank (RSB) as
counterparty up to the single borrower’s limit of Merchants
Savings and Loan Association, Inc. / Rizal Microbank. This is in
connection with the re-availment of IBCL facility of RSB for the
year 2017.

EXECUTIVE OFFICERS
RAYMUNDO C. ROXAS
President
Executive Director
50 years of age, Filipino
Mr. Raymundo C. Roxas has been with the Bank since
March 2009. He started as a Microfinance Consultant in March
2009, rose to the position of Head of Operations in 2010, and finally
was appointed as the Bank’s President on March 21, 2016.
Before joining the Bank, he worked as Regional Manager
of the United States Agency for International Development-Rural
Bankers Association of the Philippines Microenterprise Access to
Banking Services Program (USAID-RBAP MABS), Chief Commercial
Officer of ACCION International-Inner Mongolia, and Microfinance
Department Head & Technical Assistant to the General Manager of
First Isabela Cooperative Bank. Inc.
He attended the seminar on corporate governance
conducted by the Institute of Corporate Directors in 2016. In 2000,
he participated in the Bank Management Development Course
conducted by the University of Asia and the Pacific sponsored by
the People’s Credit and Finance Corporation. In 2007, he attended

the ACCION International Management Orientation Training in
Lima, Peru.
He successfully completed the Middle Management
Development Course conducted by RCBC & De La Salle University
Professional School, and the Leadership Development Program
conducted by RCBC & John Clements Consultancy.

EMELITA B. ROCERO
First Vice President
Head, Branches and Lending Operations
47 years of age, Filipino
Ms. Emelita B. Rocero has over 15 years of combined
experience in commercial and microfinance lending.
Prior to assuming her current position, she was Head of
Credit Support and Administration with the rank of Vice President.
Before joining the Bank, she worked under the United States
Agency for International Development-Rural Bankers Association of
the Philippines Microenterprise Access to Banking Services Program
(USAID-RBAP MABS) from year 2000 to 2010, her last position being
as a Regional Coordinator for the Visayas. Previous to that, she

From left: Raymundo C. Roxas, Emelita B. Rocero, Marilyn F. Suarez, and Rosita S. Valencia
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worked as Consultant/Microfinance Department Head at Valiant
Rural Bank, Inc. She completed the required academic units for
her Masters in Business Administration course Major in Corporate
Management from the University of Southeastern Philippines, Davao
City; and earned her BS degree in Commerce, Major in Accounting
from the University of Mindanao, Davao City. She graduated at the
top of her class in the Middle Management Development Program
of De La Salle University Center for Professional Development in
Business, RCBC Plaza.

MARILYN F. SUAREZ
Vice President
Head, Treasury Department
57 years of age, Filipino
Ms. Marilyn F. Suarez has been with the Bank since 1986
as Head of Treasury under the old and new management. The new
management took over when the Bank was purchased by RCBC in
2008. She acted as the official representative of Merchants Bank
to Bancnet, Inc, where she served as a director for 8 years, from
1999 until April 2008. She completed the required academic units
for her Masters in Business Administration course from the Ateneo
Graduate School of Business, and earned her AB degree in English
from the University of the East Manila.

ROSITA S. VALENCIA
Manager
Accounting Department Head
53 years of age, Filipino
Ms. Rosita S. Valencia has been working with Rizal
Microbank since April 2016 as Accounting Supervisor of Financial
Accounting Unit. She was then appointed as the Acting Accounting
Head after from May 1, 2017 to July 31, 2017 and became a
full-pledged Accounting Head on the same year.
Before joining Rizal Microbank, she worked in various
capacities such as as Accounts Manager of AFAQ Al Musana
Trading, an Accounting Head of ATT Group of Companies and as an
Accounting Manager of ASTA Medica Philippines.
Ms. Valencia graduated from the University of the East
with a Bachelor’s Degree in Business Administration Major in
Accounting in 1985. She also passed the Certified Public Accountant
Licensure Examination in 1987. Further, she is accredited by the
Board of Accountancy for Commerce and Industry since April 2016.

From left: Anatoly D. Gusto, Ma. Beverly O. Uy, Rowland V. Moscardon, Jean Melody P. Naranjo, and Mariano Jose R. Laurel.
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ANATOLY D. GUSTO
First Vice President
Chief Strategic Management Officer
41 years of age, Filipino

Mr. Rowland V. Moscardon has more than 23 years of
experience in Information Technology. More than 21 years in Rizal
Commercial Banking Corporation and almost 2 years in the Union
Bank of the Philippines.

Mr. Anatoly D. Gusto has more than 15 years of experience
in research and capacity-building projects in the field of financial
education, digital financial services, rural development, and
application of information and communication technology (ICT)
in financial inclusion in the Philippines, Indonesia, Uganda, and
Zimbabwe.

Mr. Moscardon has been in applications development since
2003, IT Systems Support since 1999 and Information Management
Systems since 1996.

Prior to joining the Bank, Mr. Gusto was E-Payment
Ecosystem Advisor of Chemonics International, Inc., SimulaKo
Program Manager of Mercy Corps Philippines, and Research and
Innovations Unit Manager of MICRA Philippines Foundation, Inc. He
also served as Microfinance and Mobile Phone Banking Specialist
at Chemonics International, Inc., and Chief of Staff, Office of the
Commissioner of the Securities and Exchange Commission.
He graduated cum laude from the University of the
Philippines with a Bachelor of Science degree in Economics. He
completed the Boulder Microfinance Training Program in 2009 in
Turin, Italy, and the MicroSave-Helix Institute of Digital Finance’s
Agent Network Accelerator Training Course in April 2016. He is a
former Fellow of the Institute for Money, Technology and Financial
Inclusion (IMTFI), based in the University of California. Irvine, USA.

MA. BEVERLY O. UY
Assistant Manager
Human Resources Officer
29 years of age, Filipino
Ms. Ma. Beverly O. Uy has nine years of experience in the
human resource field with various industries. In 2014, she joined
Rizal Microbank as Recruitment and Training Specialist and by 2016,
she was appointed as the Human Resources Officer.
Prior to Rizal Microbank, she worked with LTS Pinnacle
Holdings, Inc. as Recruitment Specialist and Convergys Philippines
as Applicant Relations Coordinator.
Ms. Uy is a graduate of Bachelor of Arts Major in
Psychology with three units in Human Resource Management at
Ateneo de Davao University. She also earned units MS Psychology
with a specialization on Industrial/ Organizational Psychology.

ROWLAND V. MOSCARDON
Manager
Head, IT Department
46 years of age, Filipino

Prior to being assigned to RMB, Mr. Moscardon was
involved in RCBC’s migration from Financial Management System
(FMS) to Oracle Enterprise on 2011. A programmer to Project
Manager since 2003.
Mr. Moscardon was assigned as Industrial Engineer in the
Information Technology Group of the Union Bank of the Philippines
in 1994, specifically to assist in the implementation of Systematics.
He graduated from the De La Salle University, Taft
Manila Philippines with a Bachelor of Science degree in Industrial
Management Engineering minor in Mechanical Engineering in 1992.

JEAN MELODY P. NARANJO
Manager
Chief Compliance Officer and
Head, Internal Audit
25 years of age, Filipino
Ms. Jean Melody P. Naranjo joined the Bank in 2014
as Internal Audit Examiner. She was appointed as Acting Head
of Internal Audit in April 2016, and then as full-fledged Head of
Internal Audit in October of the same year. In October 2017, she
was appointed as Chief Compliance Officer in a concurrent capacity.
Prior to joining the Bank, she was Part-Time Instructor
at the Christian Colleges of Southeast Asia, and Accounting/Audit
Staff at Balidio Auditing and Accounting Office. Ms. Naranjo holds a
Bachelor’s degree in Accountancy from the University of Mindanao
and is a Certified Public Accountant.

MARIANO JOSE R. LAUREL
Vice President
Chief Risk Officer/Head, Risk Management Department
55 years of age, Filipino
Mr. Mariano Jose R. Laurel joined the Bank in 2012 as
Treasury Officer, and held that position until his promotion to Chief
Risk Officer in 2014. Before joining the Bank, he had 24 years of
experience in banking. He was formerly the President of Pres. Jose
P. Laurel Rural Bank, Inc. He holds a Masters degree in Management
from the Asian Institute of Management,and BS in Business
Administration from the College of St. Benilde.
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CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT
PROGRAM
All the members of the Board
conduct an annual self-assessment of
the Board as a whole, of themselves as
individual members and as members of
the Board committees. The self-assessment
includes an evaluation of the exercise
of independent judgment, integrity and
objectivity of each member and of the Board
as a whole. The board likewise assesses the
performance of the CEO. Each member of
the committee assesses the performance of
the other members and the committee as a
whole.
Although the Bank is not a listed
corporation, the assessment of the Audit
Committee’s performance complies with
SEC Memorandum Circular No. 4, s. 2012
- “Guidelines for the Assessment of the
Performance of Audit Committees of Companies Listed in the
Exchange.” The performance of the External
Auditor is also subject to assessment.
For 2017, the board of directors conducted an
assessment program to get a holistic picture of the strengths and
weaknesses of each director and their respective contribution
to the effectiveness of the board and the specific committees
where they sit as members.

ORIENTATION AND EDUCATION PROGRAM
Due to the heightened regulatory demands, the banking
industry is facing a very competitive and rapidly changing
environment. As such, Directors and Senior Management
Officers are also challenged to cope with the demands and
pressure.
Hence, Rizal Microbank has committed to provide
capacity building programs so that its people may be more
skilled, competent and engaged in dealing with challenges.
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The Bank President spearheaded the discussion
on strategic planning. In this connection, a Corporate Board
Retreat, attended by Board of Directors and Management
Committee Members, was conducted and facilitated by Institute
of Corporate Directors (ICD). During the session, attendees were
given an overview of the bank’s strategic initiatives and plans.
In addition, briefing on relevant policies and updates on certain
BSP regulations and circulars were taken up in the retreat.
Further, the Bank provides continuing education
programs for Senior Management Officers such as strategic
compliance, and management and leadership development
programs. Other internal training received by Officers includes
seminars and electronic learning sessions on anti-money
laundering, information security and awareness, as well as
business continuity management orientation.

RETIREMENT AND SUCCESSION POLICY
The elected directors shall hold office for a term of one
(1) year and until their successors shall have been duly elected
and qualified. To add, Rizal Microbank’s three (3) independent
directors have been observing the term limits stated in the

Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas Circular No. 969 dated 22 August
2017.
For senior management officers of the Bank, the
retirement date shall be the first day of the month coincident
with or next following his attainment of age 55 and completion
of at least ten (10) years of credited service for the purpose of
qualification for retirement benefit.
Human Resources, in consultation with the President,
enhanced the Bank’s performance management process to
identify opportunities and performance gaps. This provides
reference for middle and senior management in reviewing and
identifying internal candidates as potential successors to fill the
senior leadership positions.

REMUNERATION POLICY
The Bank has a balanced remuneration structure for
management to encourage sustainable value creation. The
board of directors has the authority to determine the amount
and structure of the director’s fees and other compensation,
as well as that of the Bank President’s. Each director is entitled
to receive fees and per diem for his services as a director, in
accordance with RMB’s by-laws, for each occasion of attendance
at meetings of the Board or Board Committee. Moreover,
Directors with executive responsibilities within the RCBC Group
who are compensated as full-time officers, are no longer entitled
to per diems.
For Senior Management Officers, the President in
coordination with Human Resources, ensures that the pay
appropriately reflects the Bank’s financial performance and the
officer’s annual performance. The Bank also ensures that it is
offering a competitive compensation package which is aligned
with performance standards.

POLICIES AND PROCEDURES ON RELATED PARTY
TRANSACTIONS
Related Party refers to:
a) DOSRI as defined under BSP regulations;
b) Close family members of the Bank’s directors, officers
and stockholders;

c) A person or a close member of that person’s family, if
that person
d) An entity; with both the entity and the Bank have
members of the same group; is an associate or joint
venture of the Bank; is a joint venture of a third entity
and the Bank is an associate of the third entity; is a
post-employment benefit plan for the benefit of
employees of either the Bank or an entity related to
the Bank; is controlled or jointly controlled by a person
identified above; is significantly influenced by a person
identified above; or this person is a member of the key
management personnel of the entity (or of a parent of
the entity).
e) Affiliated Companies
f) Corresponding persons in affiliated companies
g) Advisory board members and consultants of the Bank;
h) Entities within the conglomerate of which the Bank is a
member;
i) Subsidiaries of related parties; and
j) Non-related parties whose transactions with related
parties may benefit the Bank, or whose transactions
with the Bank may benefit related parties.
• The Bank’s Code of Conduct includes a provision mandating
all employees to report any potential related party transactions.
•
The directors and stockholders disclose to the Board,
through the Bank’s corporate secretary, while the officers
disclose to the Human Resources Department, details of their
other directorships and any shareholdings owned by them or
their close family members. Any changes to this information
is immediately communicated to the board or to the Human
Resources Department, as may be applicable.
• Branch Heads handling accounts/transactions of a related
party, as well as officers and employees who may be a party in
a related party transaction have the responsibility to notify the
Compliance Office of such transactions as soon as they become
aware of it.
• Upon determination by the Compliance Officer based on
the report submitted by a branch/HO unit that a transaction
is a Related Party Transaction, such transaction is reported to
the Management Committee for deliberation and endorsement
to the RPT Committee for its evaluation and/or approval/
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endorsement to the Board.

relationship on the financial statements.

• Management Committee reviews and evaluates Related
Party Transactions where the amount involved is below the
materiality threshold of Pesos: One Million (Php1,000,000.00),
unless the transaction requires board approval (e.g. loan and/or
credit accommodations to DOSRI, subsidiaries and affiliates, real
estate transactions with DOSRI, cross-selling and outsourcing
agreements).

• To adequately disclose in its Annual Report its policies and
procedures for managing Related Party Transactions, including
managing conflicts of interest or potential conflicts of interest,
and responsibility of the RPT Committee.

The Management Committee is composed of the following
members:
(a) Compliance Officer or designate;
(b) Operations Head or designate;
(c) Chief Finance Officer or designate;
(d) Risk Officer or Designate; and
(e) Treasury Head or Designate
Individual and Aggregate Exposures to Related Parties
• The Bank observes the following individual and aggregate
limits to exposures to related parties:
INDIVIDUAL LIMITS

AGGREGATE
LIMITS

Loans / Credit

25% of Capital

50% of Capital

Other Contracts

NONE

10% of Capital

Bank’s Responsibilities on Disclosure of RPTs
•
To submit quarterly report on material related party
transactions to the parent Bank’s RPT Committee for consolidation
with the parent Bank’s own report to the BSP. Material RPTs are
transactions involving amounts of Php1,000,000 and above.
• To disclose all RPT in the Bank’s financial, operational and
annual reports as well as in the reports filed with the applicable
regulatory body to the extent required by applicable rules and
regulations.
• To disclose the nature of the related party relationship as well
as information about the transactions and outstanding balances
necessary for an understanding of the potential effect of the
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SELF-ASSESSMENT FUNCTION
The Internal Audit Function
The Bank maintains an Internal Audit function which
aims to add value and improve the organization’s operations.
Internal auditing is an independent, objective assurance and
consulting activity designed to help the Bank accomplish its
objectives by bringing a systematic, disciplined approach to
evaluate and improve the effectiveness of risk management,
control and governance process. It ascertains the adequacy and
effectiveness of the Bank’s management over risks, control and
governance process, the Internal Audit shall provide reasonable
assurance that internal controls of the bank are in place.
The Board of Directors through the Audit Committee
provides authority to the Internal Audit to have unrestricted
access to all bank records, physical properties, personnel and
functions. Further, the Board allows the Internal Audit to seek
any other information from any Bank officer and employee and
other external sources. The established authority is used solely
in relevance to the performance of the engagement.
The Bank’s Internal Audit Function encompasses the
assessment, evaluation and contribution to the improvement
of governance, risk management and control processes. Thus,
the Internal Audit examines all business systems, processes,
operation, function and activities within the Bank:
1. Assist the Bank in identifying and evaluating significant
risk exposures and contribute to the improvement of risk
management and control systems.
2. Evaluate the risk exposures and adequacy of controls relating
to and encompassing the Bank’s governance, operations and
information systems regarding the:
a. Reliability and integrity of financial and operational

information
b. Effectiveness and efficiency of operations
c. Safeguarding assets
d. Compliance with laws, regulations and contracts
3. Ascertain whether objectives and goals established by
management conform to those with the Bank and whether they
are being met.
Internal Audit reports directly and functionally to the
Bank’s BODs through its Audit Committee and administratively
to the Bank’s President or Chief Executive Officer (CEO). The
Audit Committee performs oversight functions over the Bank’s
internal and external auditors including external service
providers of permitted outsourced audit activities. It ensures
that the internal and external auditors act independently from
each other, and that both auditors are given unrestricted access
to all records, properties and personnel to enable them to
perform their respective audit functions. The Audit Committee
likewise reviews the reports submitted by the internal and
external auditors as well as those submitted by external service
providers.
The Compliance Function
The Compliance Function is an independent function
that identifies, assesses, mitigates, advises on, monitors and
reports on the Bank’s business and compliance risks, i.e., the
risk of legal or regulatory sanctions, financial loss, or loss to
reputation a bank may suffer as a result of its failure to comply
with all applicable laws, regulations, codes of conduct and
standards of good practice.
It has the authority on its own initiative to communicate
with any staff member and obtain access to all operational
areas as well as any records or files necessary to enable it to
carry out its duties and responsibilities. It is free to investigate
possible breaches of the compliance manual and report on
any irregularities or breaches of laws, rules and regulations
discovered without fear of retaliation or disfavor from
management or other affected parties.
Role of the Compliance Office:

1. To oversee the design of an appropriate compliance system,
promote its effective implementation and address breaches that
may arise and ensure a bank-wide compliance culture such that
compliance standards are understood and observed by all bank
associates.
2. To monitor bank’s compliance with relevant banking laws,
rules and regulations, including the Anti-Money Laundering Act
(AMLA), to maintain a high degree of regulatory compliance,
thus, avoiding penalties/sanctions from regulatory agencies.
3. To ensure the integrity and accuracy of all documentary
submissions to the BSP through independent validation, and the
timely and accurate submission of all reports to regulators.
4. To conduct preliminary evaluation of suspicious transaction
reports and convene the Anti-Money Laundering (AML)
Committee of the Bank when necessary for the final
determination of the grounds for reporting to the AMLC.
5. To identify and assess material breaches of the compliance
program, conduct investigations of possible breaches and
properly address these breaches within the mechanisms defined
by the Compliance Program and perform risk-based compliance
testing and other procedures to ensure the effectiveness of the
compliance program in achieving its objectives.
6. To monitor all the exceptions noted during BSP audit and
compliance testing on units to ensure no recurrence of findings.
7. To ensure timely dissemination of BSP circulars and other
regulatory issuances to all concerned units via lotus notes facility.
Compliance Reporting:
1. To provide the Board of Directors through the Audit
Committee with Quarterly Activity Reports of the Compliance
Office to apprise them of Bank’s state of compliance, and the
impact of violation of banking laws, rules and regulations;
2.
To provide concerned officers of business centers/
departments with the report on the results of monitoring and
risk-based compliance review conducted by the Compliance
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Office.
3.
To provide Senior Management and the Board of
Directors through the Audit Committee with the BSP Reports
of Examination (Head Office and branches) together with the
replies/action taken to correct them by the concerned units.

DIVIDEND POLICY
In accordance with Bank’s policy, dividends may be
declared annually or oftener as the Board of Directors may
determine. The board shall declare dividends only from the
surplus profits of the Bank after making proper provisions for the
necessary reserves in accordance with banking laws, and rules
and regulations of the Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas.
No dividends were declared by the Bank during the year.

CONSUMER PROTECTION PRACTICES
RMB has designated all of its branch cashiers as
Customer Assistance Officers reporting to the Risk Management
Department. This structure was given approval by the BSP in
November 2017. The Board has direct oversight on Consumer
Protection and is responsible for seeing that RMB Senior
Management and staff is responsive to Consumer concerns. All
branches of RMB have clearly marked feedback boxes and are
provided pen and paper for writing in any customer complaints.
All branches likewise have a standee with a photograph, name,
number and email address of the Customer Assistance Officer of
the branch and the contact details of the Chief Risk Officer. This
additional channel to the Chief Risk Officer, who is in charge of
Consumer Protection for the bank, is provided as an option to
bank’s clientele if for any reason they do not want to submit a
complaint to the branch personnel. On a monthly basis, the Risk
Management Department requires submission of Consumer
Complaints Reports on a nil reporting basis, to ensure that the
Complaints Handling Manual of RMB is followed to the letter.
Any incidents reported will be relayed to the Risk Oversight
Committee and the Board of Directors during its Quarterly
meetings. Since implementation of this system in February
2016, RMB has not received any complaints from its customer
base to date.
The following table shows the timelines imposed by the bank on
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the handling of customer complaints:
PROCESSING OF
COMPLAINT

SIMPLE *

COMPLEX *

Acknowledgment

Within 2 days**

Within 2 days**

Processing and
resolution (assess,
investigate and
resolve)

Within 7 days**

Within 45
days**

Communication of
Resolution

Within 2 days
from date of
resolution

Within 2 days
from date of
resolution

* Simple complaint/request – a complaint/request where
frontline staff solution or immediate explanation or action can
be rendered.
* Complex complaint/request – a complaint/request which
needs assessment, verification, or investigation with third party
intervention.
** Reckoned from date of receipt of complaint

MAJOR STOCKHOLDER OF RIZAL MICROBANK
Rizal Commercial Banking Corporation, Filipino, 98.03%
ownership of shares with voting rights.
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CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

Rizal MicroBank Volunteers with San Miguel Elementary School Faculty.

RIZAL MICROBANK SUPPORTS DEPARTMENT OF
EDUCATION’S BRIGADA ESKWELA 2017
Living up to the bank’s core value of Malasakit, Rizal
MicroBank employee volunteers came together and held a
BrigadaEskwela activity on May 20,
2017 in support for the Department
of Education’s (DepEd) annual school
maintenance program which urges
private corporations and organizations
to help fix up schools before the
opening of classes. As part of RMB’s
Corporate Social Responsibility in
providing
inclusive
development
of the nation by giving back to the
community, the bank chose to support
San Miguel Elementary School, which
is located at Bunawan, Davao City. The
school, which only has one building
and composed of three classrooms,
can accommodate a total of 104 students from kindergarten to
grade school.
Headed by First Vice President – Head of Branches
and Lending Operations Group, Ms. Emelita B. Rocero, with
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the full support of Bank President, Mr. Raymundo C. Roxas,
RMB employee volunteers took time out last May 20, 2017
to do minor repairs, painting and
clean-up work for the school. After
the whole-day activity, Ms. Analyn
Tiongson, Principal of San Miguel
Elementary School, expressed
her gratitude by thanking Rizal
MicroBank for choosing their school
as its beneficiary for this year’s
BrigadaEskwela.
“We are hoping that next
year and in the coming years, Rizal
MicroBank will be able to support
more schools in the different areas
where we operate as a way of giving
back to our community,” Rocero shared.
Indeed, we can truly rise as a company by lifting and
helping the communities where we operate.

SUCCESS STORIES

Rogelio O. Pascual, Chairman of Greenland Asparagus MPC (3rd from left) with RMB General Santos’ Branch Manager, Jeffrey Flores (2nd from left); LAS, Remon Suerto (4th from
left); and Business Analyst, Joey Auditor (1st from left).

HELPING OTHERS IS BELIEVING IN THE GOODNESS
THAT RESIDES IN EVERYONE OF US
“RMB has been there for us when we need them.”
- ROGELIO O. PASCUAL

Back in 2004, Marsman Drysdale Agri Ventures Inc., (MDAVI) entered
into an Asparagus contract growing project with the farmers of Purok Vineyard,
Barangay San Jose, General Santos City. But after four (4) years of operation,
MDAVI encountered some problems in the company’s operation that led to its
eventual closure.
The situation caused disappointment for the growers who have relied
on asparagus farming as their source of income. Rather than being defeated by
the event, the farmers used the problem as an opportunity to get back on their
feet. They united themselves and organized what has now become Greenland
Asparagus Multi-Purpose Cooperative. With a common vision and strong desire
to help themselves and their community, the member-farmers proceeded to
build their asparagus plantation, while the cooperative set up their processing
plant in a small makeshift house made of light materials. In 2011, Greenland
Asparagus Multi-Purpose Cooperative secured financial and technical assistance
from the Department of Agriculture (DA) and Growth with Equity in Mindanao
(GEM), a USAID-assisted project. Through this financial and technical assistance,
the cooperative was able to expand further their asparagus plantation and put
up a concrete Asparagus Packing House.
In September 2015, with less than half of their targeted land
area planted with Asparagus, and knowing there is a growing domestic and
international market for quality Asparagus, Greenland Asparagus Multi-Purpose
Cooperative sat down to discuss participation in the Bank’s Agricultural Value
Chain Financing initiative. The initiative is focused on providing additional working
loans for agricultural value chain players such as processors, consolidators,

aggregators, and traders who are engaged in agricultural activities identified
by the Bank as qualified and a priority. Asparagus which is a high value crop
met the Bank’s criteria such that in 2015, Greenland Asparagus Multi-Purpose
Cooperative was able to access financing worth Php 1 million. This initial amount
was used to purchase quality seeds from California, USA. From that initial loan
of Php 1 million, the Bank’s exposure to Greenland Asparagus Multi-Purpose
Cooperative has already reached Php 4.2 million as of December 2017. For 2018,
more loans are being discussed to assist the cooperative in attaining its goal of
putting up a 200-hectare asparagus plantation in General Santos City. What is
noteworthy with the efforts of the cooperative is that they are reaching out to
small farmholders in their area to join them in their asparagus production and
business. Moreover, the cooperative provides employment to other members of
the households by employing them as workers in their processing plant.
This kind of “malasakit” demonstrated by Greenland Asparagus
Multi-Purpose Cooperative to their member-farmers and the community
where it operates is a testament that when small enterprises are given the right
opportunities, their hopes and dreams can become a reality, and they become
an agent of transformation. For Rizal MicroBank, we are more than happy
and inspired to become their partner in pursuing their hopes and dreams by
providing them with financial products that help them address their challenges,
and make their journey towards their goals lighter. This partnership between
Rizal MicroBank and Greenland Asparagus Multi-Purpose Cooperative is proof
that when we believe in our capacity to help one another, better things start to
happen for ourselves, our communities, and our country.
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From left: Lemuel Rapal Jr. and Lemuel Rapal Sr.

WHEN LIFE GIVES YOU A FLAT TIRE
“Mao ni atong negosyo.”
- LEMUEL A. RAPAL SR.

After getting married in 1983, Mr. Rapal went into fish street vending as a source of income. When his wife
was pregnant with their eldest, he began to think that their current livelihood would not be enough to support a
growing family and it moved him to consider venturing into other businesses. At that time, a relative of his was into
retailing of second-hand tires and so he volunteered to work for him. He was hired to work as washer and stacker of
tires. When the owner was not around, Lemuel helped entertain clients and this was how he developed his selling
skills and got to establish good relationship with customers. With this experience and after joining a cooperative in
1994, he put up his own second-hand tire business in 1996. He rented a small place in Jacinto St., Davao City which
he himself ran and maintained.
During his first loan with Rizal MicroBank (RMB), he only had two branches. Today, he has grown his tire
supply business into six branches. Because of the credit access provided him, he now has the working capital to
use when competing during bids. And because of bulk purchases during bidding, he is able to sell his second-hand
tires to his customers at a lower price. As an indication of his growing business, he used to sell only second-hand
tires in the past. Now, he is also selling brand new tires, alloy rims for different types of vehicles and mag wheels.
For his hard work, perseverance and enterprising spirit, he is now reaping the fruits of his labor. He was
able to acquire properties such as lots in Mahayahay, Tugbok, Davao City, and vehicles like multicab, pick-up, and
motorcycles that are used in his business. More importantly, he was able to provide for and sustain the education of
his children. Three (3) of his children graduated from college and are now working, while one (1) is still studying in a
university in Davao City.
Mr. Lemuel A. Rapal is one proud client of RMB and is always thankful for every approved loan he gets from
the bank. In fact, he once mentioned that the money he borrows from RMB always brings him good luck. He always
claims too, that his business is in fact a partnership with RMB since it was the bank’s microfinancing program that
helped it grow. When he comes to the bank, he tells the staff “MAO NI ATONG NEGOSYO” (this is our business).
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Marynor D. Juano

MOVING UP TO THE NEXT LEVEL WITH THE
RIGHT PARTNER
“RMB supported me in achieving my dreams.”
- MARYNOR D. JUANO

If there is a K12 Program for microenterprise operators, Marynor
D. Juano, a valued client of Rizal MicroBank San Jose Branch is highly qualified
to move up to Senior High School. Mrs. Juano’s story of partnership with Rizal
MicroBank dates back to 2009 when she first availed a Php 125,000.00 loan
under the Bank’s PITAKA Microenterprise Loan Program. To cut on some of the
cost in her mini-restaurant business, Mrs. Juano tended a small poultry for her
chicken supply. Because of good repayment record, Mrs. Juano had very fast and
easy access to additional working capital whenever she needs it on a quarterly
basis. Such that in a span of 2 and 1/2 years, she was able to avail of 10 loans
totalling Php 1.475 million. Through the loans she availed from Rizal MicroBank,
Mrs. Juano was able to expand and diversify her food business, and further
increase her income-generating capacity. Other than the poultry project she was
also able to add other livestock such as hogs and goats.

under the same loan product, her resort now boasts of a bigger function hall, six
additional cottages and three houses that provide ample rooms for guests. From
the fruits of her entrepreneurial endeavors, Mrs. Juano was able to purchase
an adjacent lot measuring 8,469 square meters. She is also in the midst of
completing a 2-storey building project which will house her restaurant, a bakery
and a mini hotel. And since Occidental Mindoro is predominantly an agricultural
province, she has branched out into farm rental equipment by investing in three
units of harvesters. Mrs. Juano came about this business idea when she invested
in agricultural land. She is well aware that to be efficient in operating farms,
she had to do it in a mechanized way, hence, the purchase and investment
in farm equipment. And seeing that some farmers couldn’t afford to invest
in mechanized farming, she went out of her way to offer the services of her
equipment on a rental basis.

With her business relationship with Rizal MicroBank becoming wellestablished, it became easy for Mrs. Juano to approach the bank and request
for a bigger loan amount, this time under the PITAKA FLEXI Loan Program (or
the Regular Small Business Loan Product). In 2013, Mrs. Juano applied and
was approved for a Php 1 million loan which she used to improve a vacant lot
she owns and turned into a parking lot. But always the enterprising woman,
she eventually decided to develop it into a resort which is known in San Jose,
Occidental Mindoro as the “Holiday Ocean Resort.” From the Php 1 million she
initially borrowed under the Small Business Loan Product, she was able to put
up one function hall and three cottages. Today, after getting four more loans

For what she has become today as a businesswoman, Mrs. Juano
could still not believe that she has turned her dreams into reality. But she says
that the one thing that she strongly believes in her journey as an entrepreneur
is the support and trust that Rizal MicroBank has extended to her through the
years. Mrs. Juano repeatedly states that when other banks in the province
approach her, she courteously tells them that her heart already belongs to Rizal
MicroBank. She further mentions that when she was just beginning to dream,
Rizal MicroBank was the first to trust her, and because of this, her loyalty is to
the Bank. Mrs. Juano’s story proves that with the right partner and nurturing,
moving up into the next level is something that is very possible.
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CAPITAL STRUCTURE & CAPITAL ADEQUACY
The capital adequacy ratio of the Bank as reported to the BSP as of December 31, 2017 and 2016 under Basel 3
framework are shown in the table below.

CET 1 Capital
Tier 1 Capital
Tier 2 Capital
Total Qualifying Capital
Credit Risk Weighted Assets
Market Risk Weighted Assets
Operational Risk Weighted Assets
Risk Weighted Assets
** Total Capital Adequacy Ratio
Tier 1 Capital Adequacy Ratio
Common Equity Tier 1 Ratio
Capital Conservation Buffer

2017
573
573
9
583

2016

580
580
7
587

1,149
0
198
1,347

795
0
103
899

43.24%
42.57%
42.57%
36.57%

65.28%
64.53%
64.53%
58.53%

The regulatory qualifying capital of the Bank consists of Tier 1 (Common Equity Tier 1 plus Additional Tier 1 ) Capital
less regulatory deductions . The components of qualifying capital as of December 31, 2017 and 2016 are as follows:

Tier 1 (Common Equity Tier 1 plus Additional Tier 1) Capital
Paid up common stock
Additional paid in capital
Retained Earnings
Undivided profits
Other Comprehensive Income
Net unrealized gains or losses on AFS securities
Cumulative foreign currency translation
Remeasurement of Net Defined Benefit Liability/(Asset)
Minority interest in subsidiary financial allied undertaking which
are less than wholly owned
Common Equity Tier 1 (CET1) Capital

Less: Regulatory Adjustments to CET1 Capital
Total outstanding unsecured credit accommodations, both
direct and indirect, to directors, officers, stockholders and
their related interests (DOSRI)
Total outstanding unsecured loans, other credit
accommodations and guarantees granted to subsidiaries
and affiliates
Deferred tax assets
Goodwill
Other Intangible Assets
Defined benefit pension fund assets (liabilities)

36

2017

2016

1,126
(533)
(10)

1,126
(529)
0

29
1

27
-

613

624

2017

2016

-

-

-

-

-

5

5
6

Investments in equity of unconsolidated subsidiary banks and
quasi-banks, and other financial allied undertakings
(excluding subsidiary securities dealers brokers and
insurance companies), after deducting related goodwill, if any
Minority investments (below 10% of voting stock) in subsidiary banks and quasibanks, and other financial allied undertakings (excluding subsidiary securities
/brokers and insurance
Other equity investments in non-financial allied undertakings and non-allied
undertakings
Reciprocal investments in common stock of other banks/quasibanks and financial allied undertakings including securities
dealers/brokers and insurance companies, after deducting
related goodwill, if any (for both solo and consolidated bases)
Total Regulatory Adjustments to CET1 Capital
Total Common Equity Tier 1 Capital
Additional Tier 1 (AT1) Capital
Instruments issued by the bank that are eligible as AT1 Capital
Less: Regulatory Adjustments to AT1 Capital
Total Additional Tier 1 (AT1) Capital
Total Tier 1 (Common Equity Tier 1 plus Additional Tier 1) Capital
Tier 2 Capital
Instruments issued by the bank that are eligible as Tier 2 capital
General loan loss provision
Total Tier 2 capital
Less: Regulatory Adjustments to Tier 2 Capital
Total Tier 2 Capital
Total Qualifying Capital

-

-

35

33

40
573

44
580

-

-

573

580

-

-

9
9

9
583

7
7

7
587

** Formula as per above Ratios:
a.) Total Capital Adequacy Ratio = Total Qualifying Capital
Risk Weighted Assets

583
1,347
43.24%

b.) Tier 1 Capital Adequacy Ratio = Tier 1 Capital
Risk Weighted Assets

=

573
1,347
42.57%

=

573
1,347
42.57%

c.) Common Equity Tier 1 Ratio = CET 1 Capital
Risk Weighted Assets
d.) Capital Conservation Buffer = CET 1 Ratio - 6%

=

42.57% - 6%
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38

Goodwill
Other Intangible Assets
Defined benefit pension fund assets (liabilities)
Other equity investments in non-financial allied undertakings
and non-allied undertakings
Reciprocal investments in common stock of other banks/
quasi-banks and financial allied undertakings including
Total Regulatory Capital

Deferred tax assets

Other Accounts Eligible as Regulatory Capital
Unsecured Subordinated Debt
General Loan Loss Reserves
Regulatory Adjustments/Deductions to CET1 Capital
Total outstanding
outstanding unsecured
unsecured loans,
credit accommodations,
both direct
Total
other credit accommodations
andguarantees
indirect, to directors,
stockholders
and their
and
granted toofficers,
subsidiaries
and affiliates

FRP Equity Accounts
Paid in Capital Stock
Common Stock
Perpetual and Non-Cumulative Preferred Stock
Additional Paid-in Capital
Other Equity Instruments (Hybrid Tier 1)
Retained Earnings
Undivided Profits
Other Comprehensive Income
Minority Interest in Subsidiaries
(for consolidated
reportreport
only) only)
(for consolidated
Total Equity Accounts

613

613

613

583

(5)

573

-

9

(35)

9

9

-

613

(35)

-

-

1,126
1,126
(533)
(10)
30

Total Basel
III Capital

-

-

-

-

-

Additional Tier 2
Tier 1
Capital

-

(5)

(533)
(10)
30

-

1,126
1,126

CET1
Capital

1,126
1,126
(533)
(10)
30

FRP

2017
BASEL III

Full Reconciliation of all Regulatory Capital Elements and Regulatory Adjustments/Deductions
(In Millions)

624

624

1,126
1,126
(529)
0
27

FRP

(5)
(6)

580

(33)

-

624

(529)
0
27

-

1,126
1,126

CET1
Capital

-

-

-

-

Additional
Tier 1

-

-

7

7

Tier 2
Capital

2016
BASEL III

(5)
(6)

7

587

(33)

-

-

624

1,126
1,126
(529)
0
27

Total
Basel III
Capital
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Investments in equity of unconsolidated subsidiary banks for the solo reporting represents carrying amount as reported in the FRP, net of related goodwill

Other equity investments in non-financial allied undertakings and non-allied undertakings represents investments in various companies .

g.

h.

Regulatory Adjustments to Capital consists of the sum of the following accounts :
a. Unsecured credit accomodations
b. Unsecured loans, other credit credit accomodations and guarantees granted to subsidiaries and affiliates
c. Deferred Tax Assets pertains to the tax impact of deductible temporary differences such as but not limited to provisions for impairment,minimum
corporate income tax and retirement benefits
d. Goodwill.
e. Other Intangible Assets consist of computer software.
f. Defined benefit pension fund assets pertains to the excess of the fair value of the plan assets over the present value of the defined benefit obligation

Tier 2 Capital consists of sum of Unsecured Subordinated Debt and General Loan Loss Reserves, limited to a maximum of 1.00% of credit risk-weighted assets.

Regulatory Capital consist of the sum of the following accounts as reported in the BSP Financial Reporting Package (FRP)
which are eligible as Common Equity Tier 1 (CET1) and Additional Tier 1 (AT1) capital guided by Circular No. 781 - Basel III
Implementing Guidelines on Minimum Capital Requirements
a. Paid in Capital Stock
b. Additional Paid-in Capital Stock
c. Retained Earnings
d. Undivided Profits
e. Other Comprehensive Income
Net Unrealized Gains or Losses on AFS Securities
Cumulative foreign currency translation
Remeasurement of Net Defined Benefit Liability/(Asset) pertains to Reserves on remeasurements of post-employment defined benefit plan comprise of
net accumulated actuarial gains or losses arising from experience adjustments and other changes in actuarial assumptions and actual return on plan
assets
f. Minority interest in subsidiary banks which are less than wholly-owned.

Components of Regulatory Capital

Full Reconciliation of Regulatory Capital Elements back to the FRP Balance Sheet
in the Audited Financial Statements
(In Millions)
December 31, 2017

EQUITY ACCOUNTS

AUDITED
FS

Capital Stock
Surplus Reserves
Revaluation Reserves

1,126
5
25

1,126
5
30

(558)

(548)

Surplus Free

Total Capital

598

BSP FRP CHANGE

613

DETAILS

0
0
(5) Adjustment on retirment plan benefits.
Adjustment on the decline in the fair value of equity investments.
Adjustment for the derecognition of liabilities that was errorneously charged
(10) directly to other Office Equipment.
Adjustment for derecognition of liabilities that was errorneously charged
directly to other Leasehold Improvement.
Adjustment for derecognition of liabilities that was errorneously charged
directly to other Office Equipment.
Adjustment for derecognition of liabilities that was errorneously charged
directly to other Leasehold Improvement.
Adjustment for additional specific loan loss provision under BSP Cir. Memo
855.
Adjustment for additional specific loan loss provision under BSP Cir. Memo
855.
Adjustment for correction of retirement benefit obligation.
Adjustment for correction of retirement benefit obligation.
Adjustment for additional provision for MCIT.
(15)

AMOUNT

(4)
(1)
(5)
0
1

(0)
(2)
(9)
(0)
0
(0)
(10)
(15)

Full Reconciliation of Regulatory Capital Elements back to the FRP Balance Sheet
in the Audited Financial Statements
(In Millions)
December 31, 2016
EQUITY ACCOUNTS
Capital Stock
Surplus Reserves
Revaluation Reserves

Surplus Free

Total Capital

40

AUDITED
FS

BSP FRP CHANGE

1,126
5

1,126
5

28

27

(539)

(535)

621

624

DETAILS

AMOUNT

0
0

Other comprehensive income for retirement balance as of Dec. 31, 2016,
1 including audit adjustment.

1

(4) Net loss for the period Dec. 31, 2016.
The Surplus Free in FRP is net of Accumulated other comprehensive
income - retirement as of Dec. 31, 2016.

(3)

(3)

(3)

(1)
(4)

Capital Requirements by type of exposure as of December 31, 2017 and 2016 are as follows:
December 31, 2017
Credit Risk Market Risk Operational Risk
(in Millions)

On- Balance Sheet Assets
Off- Balance Sheet Assets
Counterparty Risk-Weighted Assets in the Banking
& Trading Book
Credit Linked Notes in the Banking Book
Securitization Exposures
Market Risk-Weighted Assets
Operational Risk using Basic Indicator Approach
Total
Capital Requirements

1,149
-

0
1,149
115

198
198
20

0
0

December 31, 2016
Credit Risk Market Risk Operational Risk
(in Millions)

On- Balance Sheet Assets
Off- Balance Sheet Assets
Counterparty Risk-Weighted Assets in the Banking
& Trading Book
Credit Linked Notes in the Banking Book
Securitization Exposures
Market Risk-Weighted Assets
Operational Risk using Basic Indicator Approach

795
-

0

103
Total
795
0
103
Capital Requirements
79
0
10
Risk weighted on-balance sheet assets covered by credit risk mitigants were based on collateralized transactions
as well as guarantees by the Philippine National Government (NG) and those guarantors and exposures with the
highest credit rating.
Standardized credit risk weights were used in the credit assessment of asset exposures. Third party credit
assessments were based on the rating by Standard & Poor's, Moody's, Fitch and Philratings on exposures to
Sovereigns, Multilateral Development Banks, Banks, Local Government Units, Government Corporation and
Corporates.
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42
-

1,430

1,430

1,430

-

1,430

0
0

-

0
0

-

-

-

-

134
495
42
42
434
1,430

-

134
495
42
42
434
1,430

167
156

-

Total Credit
Risk Exposure
after CRM

156

167

Total
Exposures*

Credit Risk
Mitigants
(CRM)

178

178

0
0

11
178

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

20%

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

50%

495

495

-

495

495

75%

December 31, 2017
Risk Weights

167

0%

* Principal amount for on-balance sheet and credit equivalent amount for off-balance sheet, net of specific provision

On-Balance Sheet Exposures
Sovereigns
Multilateral Development Banks
Banks
Interbank call loans
Local government units
Government corporations
Corporates
Housing Loans
MSME Qualified portfolio
Defaulted exposures
Housing Loans
Others
ROPA
All other assets, net of deductions
Total on-balance sheet exposures
Off-balance sheet exposures
Direct credit substitutes
Transaction-related contingencies
Trade-related contingencies
Others
Total off-balance sheet exposures
Counterparty Risk-Weighted Assets in the Banking Book
Counterparty Risk-Weighted Assets in the Trading Book
Derivatives - interest rate contracts
Derivatives - exchange rate contracts
Credit Derivatives
Total counterparty RWA in trading book
Risk-Weighted Amount of Credit Linked Notes in the Banking Book
Risk-Weighted Securitization Exposures
Total
Deductions
Generalfrom
loanCapital
loss provision (in excess of the amount permitted to
be includedvaluation
in Tier 2)reserves and other capital adjustments
Unbooked
affecting asset accounts based on the latest report of examination
Total, net of deductions

Type of Exposures

Total Credit Risk Exposures by Type, Risk Buckets and Risk Weighted Assets

714

714

-

-

-

424
714

-

134

156

-

100%

42

42

-

42

42
-

42

-

150%

1,149

1,149

-

-

-

134
372
63
63
424
1,149

156

-

Total Risk
Weighted
Assets
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-

979

979

979

-

979

0
0

-

0
0

-

-

-

-

45
574
224
978

-

45
574
224
978

31
103

-

Total Credit
Risk Exposure
after CRM

103

31

Total
Exposures*

Credit Risk
Mitigants
(CRM)

* Principal amount for on-balance sheet and credit equivalent amount for off-balance sheet, net of specific provision

On-Balance Sheet Exposures
Sovereigns
Multilateral Development Banks
Banks
Interbank call loans
Local government units
Government corporations
Corporates
Housing Loans
MSME Qualified portfolio
Defaulted exposures
Housing Loans
Others
ROPA
All other assets, net of deductions
Total on-balance sheet exposures
Off-balance sheet exposures
Direct credit substitutes
Transaction-related contingencies
Trade-related contingencies
Others
Total off-balance sheet exposures
Counterparty Risk-Weighted Assets in the Banking Book
Counterparty Risk-Weighted Assets in the Trading Book
Derivatives - interest rate contracts
Derivatives - exchange rate contracts
Credit Derivatives
Total counterparty RWA in trading book
Risk-Weighted Amount of Credit Linked Notes in the Banking Book
Risk-Weighted Securitization Exposures
Total
Deductions
Generalfrom
loanCapital
loss provision (in excess of the amount permitted to be
included
Tier 2) reserves and other capital adjustments affecting
Unbookedin valuation
asset accounts based on the latest report of examination
Total, net of deductions

Type of Exposures

Total Credit Risk Exposures by Type, Risk Buckets and Risk Weighted Assets

0%

40

40

0
0

9
40

31

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

20%

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

50%

574

574

-

574

574

75%

December 31, 2016
Risk Weights

364

364

-

-

-

242
364

-

19

103

-

100%

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

150%

795

795

-

-

-

19
431
242
795

103

-

Total Risk
Weighted
Assets
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Real and Other Properties Acquired
Other Assets
Total Risk-weighted On-Balance Sheet Assets

Cash on Hand
Checks and Other Cash Items
Due from Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP)
Due from Other Banks
Financial Assets Designated at Fair Value
through Profit or(AFS)
Loss Financial Assets
Available-for-Sale
Held-to-Maturity (HTM) Financial Assets
Unquoted Debt Securities Classified as Loans
Loans and Receivables
Loans and Receivables Arising from Repurchase
Agreements,
of Assignment/
Sales
Contract Certificates
Receivable (SCR)

On-Balance Sheet Assets

966
83
3
127
1,430

11
84
156

Pincipal
Amount

-

-

Credit
Risk
Mitigants

966
83
3
127
1,430

Total Credit
Risk
Exposure
11
84
156

Total Credit Risk Exposures by Asset Type, Risk Buckets and Risk Weighted Assets

-

-

83

-

-

-

20%

-

84

11

178

0%

50%

-

-

-

-

495

495
-

75%

December 31, 2017
Risk Weights

127
714

429
3

156

100%

42

42
-

-

150%

864
3
127
1,149

156

-

Total Risk
Weighted
Assets
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Cash on Hand
Checks and Other Cash Items
Due from Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP)
Due from Other Banks
Financial Assets Designated at Fair Value
through Profit or(AFS)
Loss Financial Assets
Available-for-Sale
Held-to-Maturity (HTM) Financial Assets
Unquoted Debt Securities Classified as Loans
Loans and Receivables
Loans and Receivables Arising from Repurchase
Agreements,
of Assignment/
Sales
Contract Certificates
Receivable (SCR)
Real and Other Properties Acquired
Other Assets
Total Risk-weighted On-Balance Sheet Assets

On-Balance Sheet Assets

27
716
3
89
978

9
31
103

Pincipal
Amount

-

-

Credit
Risk
Mitigants

27
716
3
89
978

Total Credit
Risk
Exposure
9
31
103

Total Credit Risk Exposures by Asset Type, Risk Buckets and Risk Weighted Assets

0%

-

-

-

40

-

-

-

-

31

9

20%

50%

-

-

-

-

574

574
-

75%

December 31, 2016
Risk Weights

89
364

27
142
3

103

100%

-

-

-

150%

27
573
3
89
795

103

-

Total Risk
Weighted
Assets

Market Risk Weighted Assets

Using Standardized Approach
Interest Rate Exposures
Equity Exposures
Foreign Exposures
Options
Total

2017
Market Risk
Weighted
Notional
Assets
Amount
(MRWA)
-

0
0

2016
Market Risk
Weighted
Notional
Assets
Amount
(MRWA)
-

Operational Risk-Weighted Assets under Basic Indicator Approach
(Based on 3 year Average Gross Income)
Nature of Item
Net interest income
Other non-interest income
Gross Income
Capital Requirements

46

2017
82
24
105
198

2016
43
12
55
103

0
0

AUDITED FINANCIAL
STATEMENTS

48

49

50
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Date: __________________________





FINANCIAL STATEMENT
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For Client’s Approval:
Name: _________________________
Position: _______________________
Signature: ______________________
Date: __________________________














 












 
(a)

Statement of Compliance with Philippine Financial Reporting Standards









(b)











Presentation of Financial Statements

Presentation of Financial Statements.
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(c)



For Client’s Approval:
Name: _________________________
Position: _______________________
Signature: ______________________
Date: __________________________

Functional and Presentation Currency









 
(a)



Effective in 2017 that are Relevant to the Bank
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 Statement of Cash Flows – Disclosure Initiative



























For Client’s Approval:
Name: _________________________
Position: _______________________
Signature: ______________________
Date: __________________________

Income Taxes – Recognition of Deferred Tax Assets for
Unrealized Losses













(b)

Effective in 2017 that are not Relevant to the Bank

(c)


Disclosure of Interest in Other Entities − Scope Clarification on Disclosure of
Summarized Financial Information for Interests Classified as Held for Sale



Effective Subsequent to 2017 but not Adopted Early










Investment Property – Transfers of Investment Property










Financial Instruments

, Financial Instruments: Classification and Measurement
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For Client’s Approval:
Name: _________________________
Position: _______________________
Signature: ______________________
Date: __________________________













 









 














 Revenue from Contract with Customers 
.RevenueConstruction
Contracts
Customer
Loyalty ProgrammesAgreement for the Construction of Real Estate
Transfers of Assets from Customers,
Revenue – Barter Transactions Involving Advertising Services
















For Client’s Approval:
Name: _________________________
Position: _______________________
Signature: ______________________
Date: __________________________









 Foreign Currency Transactions and Advance Consideration 









 Financial Instruments – Prepayment Features with
Negative Compensation






 Leases
Leases
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 Uncertainty over Income Tax Treatments












 
Income
Taxes – Tax Consequences of Dividends
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For Client’s Approval:
Name: _________________________
Position: _______________________
Signature: ______________________
Date: __________________________





 
Financial Instruments:
Presentation

(a)


Classification and Measurement of Financial Assets













(i) Financial Assets at Amortized Cost













For Client’s Approval:
Name: _________________________
Position: _______________________
Signature: ______________________
Date: __________________________

























 
 


(ii) Financial Assets at Fair Value Through Profit or Loss
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For Client’s Approval:
Name: _________________________
Position: _______________________
Signature: ______________________
Date: __________________________




(iii) Financial Assets at Fair Value Through Other Comprehensive Income
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(b)



Impairment of Financial Assets





For Client’s Approval:
Name: _________________________
Position: _______________________
Signature: ______________________
Date: __________________________

















(i) Carried at Amortized Cost – Loans and Receivables
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For Client’s Approval:
Name: _________________________
Position: _______________________
Signature: ______________________
Date: __________________________

(ii) Carried at Fair Value through Other Comprehensive Income












(c)

Items of Income and Expenses Related to Financial Assets

(d)










Derecognition of Financial Assets
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For Client’s Approval:
Name: _________________________
Position: _______________________
Signature: ______________________
Date: __________________________
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For Client’s Approval:
Name: _________________________
Position: _______________________
Signature: ______________________
Date: __________________________
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For Client’s Approval:
Name: _________________________
Position: _______________________
Signature: ______________________
Date: __________________________
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For Client’s Approval:
Name: _________________________
Position: _______________________
Signature: ______________________
Date: __________________________







(a) Interest income and expenses 



















(b) Service fees and commissions





(c) ividends 






 




(a) Bank as Lessee
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For Client’s Approval:
Name: _________________________
Position: _______________________
Signature: ______________________
Date: __________________________

(b) Bank as Lessor












(a) 


(b) 


(c) 


(d) 



 











 










(a) Postemployment Defined Benefit Plan
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For Client’s Approval:
Name: _________________________
Position: _______________________
Signature: ______________________
Date: __________________________

























(b) Postemployment Defined Contribution Plan







(c) Termination Benefits





Provisions, Contingent Liabilities and Contingent Assets,
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For Client’s Approval:
Name: _________________________
Position: _______________________
Signature: ______________________
Date: __________________________
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For Client’s Approval:
Name: _________________________
Position: _______________________
Signature: ______________________
Date: __________________________
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For Client’s Approval:
Name: _________________________
Position: _______________________
Signature: ______________________
Date: __________________________






 








 




(a)

Evaluation of Business Model Applied in Managing Financial Instruments
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(b)





For Client’s Approval:
Name: _________________________
Position: _______________________
Signature: ______________________
Date: __________________________

Assessing the Cash Flow Characteristics of Financial Assets












(c)

Distinguishing Investment Properties and Owneroccupied Properties


















(d)

Distinguishing Operating and Finance Leases








(e)
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Recognition of Provisions and Contingencies













 






(a) Impairment Losses on Loans and Receivables












(b)

Fair Value Measurement for Financial Instruments












(c)




For Client’s Approval:
Name: _________________________
Position: _______________________
Signature: ______________________
Date: __________________________

Estimating Useful Lives of Bank Premises, Furniture, Fixtures and Equipment and Computer
Software
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(d)
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Determining Realizable Amount of Deferred Tax Assets








(e)


(f)









For Client’s Approval:
Name: _________________________
Position: _______________________
Signature: ______________________
Date: __________________________

Impairment of Nonfinancial Assets















Determining Principal Assumptions for Management’s Estimation of Fair Value of Investment
Property






















(g)













For Client’s Approval:
Name: _________________________
Position: _______________________
Signature: ______________________
Date: __________________________

Valuation of Defined Benefit Retirement Obligation


























 
(a)

Foreign Currency Risk
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For Client’s Approval:
Name: _________________________
Position: _______________________
Signature: ______________________
Date: __________________________











(b)
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Interest Rate Risk



































  





                    
                         





    
   
  

   

  

  

         
  

  
  
  
 
  

  

  
 

      




    
   
  


 

  

  

          
  

  
  
  
 
  

  

  
 

     




  
  




   
   





 
  
 





   



 









  
  




 

  

  

  
  

  
  

  




  
  

  

 

  




  
  

 
  

  

   

  

 

 
 

 

















For Client’s Approval:
Name: _________________________
Position: _______________________
Signature: ______________________
Date: __________________________
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For Client’s Approval:
Name: _________________________
Position: _______________________
Signature: ______________________
Date: __________________________
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For Client’s Approval:
Name: _________________________
Position: _______________________
Signature: ______________________
Date: __________________________

















































































 
 
 
 
 
 
 













  













   
   

 




 




 





 
 
 

 
 
 
 






 
















  

  

  
   

 


 

   

 

 



       














 






















 
 
 
  
 

  















     
   
   


 




      

















 





Fair Value Measurement
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For Client’s Approval:
Name: _________________________
Position: _______________________
Signature: ______________________
Date: __________________________













  
 

 







 




 



 
 


















 













For Client’s Approval:
Name: _________________________
Position: _______________________
Signature: ______________________
Date: __________________________
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For Client’s Approval:
Name: _________________________
Position: _______________________
Signature: ______________________
Date: __________________________
























   

  
 

 







 














 
   
   
   
 


 









 



























 











 

For Client’s Approval:
Name: _________________________
Position: _______________________
Signature: ______________________
Date: __________________________
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Basel III Implementing Guidelines on Minimum Capital Requirements
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Characteristics of the Defined Benefit Plan













Explanation of Amounts Presented in the Financial Statements
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(c) Risks Associated with the Retirement Plan
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Investment and Interest Risks
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RMB DIRECTORY
LUZON BANKING OFFICE

BAUAN BRANCH
Don Quintin Castillo St., Bauan, Batangas
Landmark: Near Jollibee Bauan, Bauan Public
Market & Bauan National High School
Tel Nos.: (043) 727 3189
(043) 980 9840
(02) 894 9000 local 5707
Loreta H. Valenzuela
CALAMBA BRANCH
P. Burgos St., Calamba City, Laguna
Tel Nos.: (049) 508 2177
(02) 894 9000 local 5703
Rhia May T. Atienza
LAUREL BRANCH
C. P. Garcia St., Poblacion 3 Laurel, Batangas
4221
Tel Nos.: (043) 741 4030
(02) 894 9000 local 5705
Teresita D. Sarmiento
NASUGBU BRANCH
J. P. Laurel St., Barangay 9, Nasugbu, Batangas
Tel Nos.: (043) 416 0878
(02) 894 9000 local 5706
Donald C. Feril
PUERTO PRINCESA BRANCH
Unit 3 ARL Building, Rizal Avenue, San Miguel,
Puerto Princesa, Palawan 5300
Tel Nos.: (048) 433 0160;
(02) 894 9000 local 5709
Marfivenia A. Caabay
ROSARIO BRANCH
Gualberto Avenue, Rosario, Batangas
Tel Nos.: (043) 321 1463
(043) 414 0038;
(02) 894 9000 local 5715
Arleen M. Conti
SAN JOSE BRANCH
Liboro St., San Jose, Occidental Mindoro
Tel Nos.: (043) 457 0078;
(043) 491 4940;
(02) 894 9000 local 5701
Ruth S. Ilagan
TANAUAN BRANCH
A. Mabini Avenue, Tanauan, Batangas
Tel Nos.: (043) 405 2074
(043) 784 8193;
(02) 894 9000 local 5700
Lilia C. Perez
MBO LIPA (MICRO BANKING OFFICE)
(under Rosario Branch)
Receno Compound, Barangay Sabang, Lipa
City, Batangas
Tel No.: (043) 702 7679

MBO SAN PABLO (MICRO BANKING OFFICE)
(under Tanauan Branch)
175 San Rafael, Maharlika Highway, San Pablo
City 4000, Laguna
Tel No.: (049) 521 1288
MBO STA. CRUZ (MICRO BANKING OFFICE)
(under Calamba Branch)
Yelka Building, Sitio Huwaran, Barangay
Pagsawitan, Sta. Cruz 4009, Laguna
Tel No.:
(049) 523 0441

MINDANAO BANKING OFFICE

BUTUAN BRANCH
Door 1 & 2, CJU Building, Langihan Road,
Purok 12, Barangay Limaha, Butuan City
Tel Nos.: (085) 225 0298
(02) 894 9000 local 5718
Mario M. Oba
CAGAYAN DE ORO BRANCH
Ground floor, GRC Building, Limketkai Drive,
Barangay 35, Cagayan De Oro City
Tel Nos.: (088) 880 3115
(02) 894 9000 local 5712
Greggy Michael R. Anuta
DAVAO BRANCH
Second floor EDES 2 Building, Acacia Section,
J.P. Laurel Avenue, Davao City 8000
Tel Nos.: (082) 222 3947
(02) 894 9000 local 5716
Janneth B. Misa
DIGOS BRANCH
DLN Building, Vinzon St., Zone 3, Digos City,
Davao Del Sur
Tel Nos.: (082) 272 1658
(02) 894 9000 local 5710
Rontjin M. Moratalla
GENERAL SANTOS BRANCH
Door A5, ECA Building, National Highway, City
Heights, General Santos City 9500
Tel Nos.: (083) 552 2700
(02) 894 9000 local 5713
Jeffrey D. Flores
KORONADAL BRANCH
Celeste Building, 67 Antipolo St. Purok
Magsaysay, Koronadal City
Tel Nos.: (083) 228 3198
(083) 228 7693
(02) 894 9000 local 5711
Vivian R. Queñequez

VALENCIA BRANCH
Ground floor, JTAM Building, Purok 3A,
Poblacion, National Highway, Valencia City,
Bukidnon
Tel Nos.: (088) 828 5906
(02) 894 9000 local 5717
Toni Rose B. Eman
MBO PANABO (MICRO BANKING OFFICE)
(under Tagum Branch)
Purok Mangga, Sto. Nino, Panabo City 8105,
Davao Del Norte
Tel No.: (084) 822 6138
MBO TACURONG (MICRO BANKING OFFICE)
(under Koronadal Branch)
F Daniel Building, National Highway, Tacurong
City 9800, Sultan Kudarat
Tel No.: (064) 477 0012

VISAYAS BANKING OFFICE

CONSOLACION BRANCH
812 National Highway, Barangay Pitogo,
Consolacion, Cebu City
Tel Nos.: (032) 232 4241
(02) 894 9000 local 5704
Janeth C. Bugtai
TALISAY BRANCH
Ground floor, Building C, South Agora,
Tabulasan, San Isidro St., Talisay, Cebu
Tel Nos.: (032) 272 5857
(02) 894 9000 local 5740
Renerey S. Flores

CORPORATE BANKING OFFICE

DAVAO HEAD OFFICE
Second floor EDES II Building, Acacia Section,
J. P. Laurel Avenue, Davao City
Tel Nos.: (082) 222 2438
(082) 222 2448
(082) 222 2458
(02) 894 9000 local 5702
LUZON AREA OFFICE
Pres. Jose P. Laurel Rural Bank, President
Laurel Highway Tanauan City, Batangas
Tel Nos.: (043) 778 4201
(02) 894 9000 local 1886
MAKATI OFFICE
21st floor Tower 2 RCBC Plaza, 6819 Ayala
Avenue, Makati City 1226
Tel No.:

(02) 894 9000 local 1028

TAGUM BRANCH
Door 9, Cacayorin Building, Circumferential
Road, Tagum City, Davao Del Norte
Tel Nos.: (084) 216 4465
(02) 894 9000 local 5714
Val Leo J. Dueñas
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RMB PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

LOANS

MICROFINANCE LOANS
- PITAKA ME
Loan amount ranges from P20,000 to P150,000 subject to client’s
capacity to pay.
- PITAKA ME Plus
This is a graduate loan product of the PITAKA Me Term Loan.
Loan amount ranges from P150,001 to P300,000 subject to client’s
capacity to pay.
- PITAKA ME - Revolving Credit Line (old name PITAKA ME Credit Line)
Credit Line amount ranges from P50,000 to P150,000 subject to
client’s capacity to pay.
SMALL BUSINESS LOANS
- SmallBiz Term Loan (old name PITAKA FLEXI Term Loan)
Loan amount ranges from P150,000 to P10M subject to client’s
capacity to pay.
- SmallBiz-Revolving Credit Line (old name PITAKA FLEXI Plus Credit Line)
Loan amount ranges from P500,000 to P10M subject to client’s
capacity to pay.
AGRI FINANCE LOAN
- AgriBiz Term Loan (old name PITAKA Agrifinance Term Loan)
- AgriBiz-Revolving Credit Line (old name PITAKA Agrifinance Credit Line)

Dried fish, product of Niño & Khristy Dried Fish
Dealer & Pasalubong (valued client of RMB Talisay
Branch)
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Arabica coffee, product of BACOFA (valued client of
RMB Digos Branch)

DEPOSITS

Ordinary Savings (Passbook-Based)
Is a regular passbook-evidenced and interest-bearing deposit
product that has a fixed interest rate and can be withdrawn
anytime. Interest rate shall be reviewed periodically and is
subject to change considering changes in market rates.
Contractual Savings (Loan-Based)
Is a regular passbook-evidenced and interest-bearing deposit
product that is a component of the bank’s loan products. All
clients who avail of the Bank’s loan products are required to save
an amount equivalent to at least 10% of the loan amount for
microenterprise loan, and as agreed with the client, for regular
loan. The contractual savings is deposited throughout the term
of the loan.
Time Deposit (Certificate)
A deposit product which is evidenced by a certificate of
time deposit issued by the Bank with a fixed maturity date and
earning an interest rate as specifically agreed upon by the Bank
and the depositor. Interest rate shall be reviewed periodically
and is subject to change considering changes in market rates.
Note: Please contact us or visit our nearest branch for details.

OTHER BANKING SERVICES

- Remittance pay-out center thru RCBC TeleMoney
- Rizal MicroBank MyWallet co-branded with RCBC
- RCBC Cash Express

Saint John’s Agrivet & Agri Supply, RMB-RCBC Cash Express Partner Merchant

2nd Floor EDES II Building, Acacia Section, J. P. Laurel Avenue, Davao City
Tel Nos.: (082) 222 2438, (082) 222 2448 , (082) 222 2458, and (02) 894 9000 local 5702

www.rizalmicrobank.com

